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DECREES
of the
GENERAL ASSEMBLIES
whioh are
IN FORCE
in the
CONGREGATION OF THE MISSION
Fourth Edition
The General Ouria of the Oongregàtion of the· Mission
Rome 1964
FOREWORD
This is a new, and the fourth, edition of the Collection
of Decrees of the General Assemblies of the congreîation of the
Mission in an Abridged Form, formerly called Selec Collection,
but now, Decrees o~the General Assemblies which are in Force
in the Congregation of the Mission, to fulfill the desire of--
the General Assembly or 1963, whereby "after a revision of the
Decrees of all the General Assemblies has been made ... ", these
Decrees should be published "not only in the form of a Select
Collection, but as a Complete Collection of the Decrees still
in force" (Decree 68).
As in the preceding edition and according to the mind of
the ThirtY-Second General Assembly (1955), this new Collection
has been drawn up not according to the alphabetical or chrono-
logical order of the Decrees, but in such a way that the rela-
tionship of each Decree to the corresponding Article of the Con-
stitutions will be immediately evident to all, since the Decrees
ought to be an explanation or declaration of, or an application
or manner of fulfillment of the Constitutions and Rules.
In llke manner, since this Collection or Decrees ls to be
read at least once a year, the matter or the Decrees has been
drawn up in such a way that, as rar as possible, inoperative
and useless words are eliminated, past circumstances or person,
place or time are removed, and things that are obsolete or have
lost their reason for existence are omitted.
Having done these things, We, together with our General
Council, have worked out this present Collection or Decrees
according to the desires of the Assembly, following for the most
part, in regard to the arrangement of Articles, the order of
those Articles of the Constitutions to which the various Decrees
rerer, whether these were old Decrees which 1t seemed should be
retained, or new ones enacted after the promulgation of the
Constitutions.
Very many Decrees which are clearly and manirestly contained
in the Constitutions or which in the course of time have become
obsolete, have been omitted.
We, therefore, with the consent of our Assistants, approve
this Collection of the Decrees of the General Assemblies which
are in Force in the congre~ation of the MissIon, and permit that
in the ruture the Decrees e read as they are herein phrased and
arranged.
May God grant that the attentive reading of this Collection
or Decrees will serve to nourish and foster in our hearts the
love of our most beloved Congregation.
Given at Rome on the 29th day or May in the year of Our Lord 1964.
Willlam M. Slattery, C.M.
Superior General
DECREES OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLIES
WHICH ARE IN FORCE IN THE
CONGREGATION OF THE MISSION
Title 1.- THE NATURE AND PURPOSE OF THE CONGREGATION, AND THE
ORDER OF PRECEDENCE AMONG ITS MEMBERS. (1)
1.- A POPULAR NAME FOR THE CONGREGATION.
Const.
art. l
A single popular name for the whole Congregation in aIl regions,
e.g., "Vincentians," is not to be imposed.
2.- THE ORIGINAL WORKS OF THE CONGREGATION.
2 In order to foster the primitive spirit of St. Vincent, the
253 Members of the Congregation shall apply themselves above aIl to
the original works of the Congregation, namely, Missions to the
people, Seminaries and Retreats for the Clergy, leaving aside
other works whenever these would notably slow down or impede the
thorough carrying out of the former.
3. - PRECEDENCE.
5 § l
6-8
230 § 2
A Superior General who of his own accord resigns the office of
General shall in every instance hold the first place after the
Superior General who is chosen in his stead, and after his
death he shall get the same suffrages as are applied in behalf
of the soul of a deceased Superior General.
Title II.- THE GOVERNMENT AND CONSTITUTION OF THE CONGREGATION.
4.- THE HIERARCHICAL ORDER.
The hierarchical order shall be observed by both Superiors and
subjects in aIl their dealings with one another, and the business
of each Province with Major Superiors shall be negotiated through
the Visitor, without prejudice to the prescript of Article
230 § 2 of the Constitutions. (2)
(1) The word "Title" here refers to the Titles of the Constitu-
tionsj the numbers placed before the title of each Decree
refer to the Decrees themselves, which are indexed at the
end of this bookj the numbers placed in the left margin refer
to those Articles of the Constitutions ta which the matter of
a Decree refers.
(2) Cf. the Very Reverend Superlor General's ORDINANCE Number 9,
"The Hierarchical Order."
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16 ft 2
223 § 1
17
17
113
24
110 ft 1
113 § 3
123
36
63 § 1
43
32 § 4
5.- MUTUAL ASSISTANCE OF PROVINCES.
It is very much to be desired that a more intirnate union and
bond of charity exist among all the Provinces, and that Provinces n
rich in number of mernbers help poorer Provinces by supplying
personnel.
6.- THE ARCHIVES OF A PROVINCE THAT HAS BEEN DIVIDED.
When a Province has been divided and a new one set up, the
division of the archives of the Mother Province is reserved to
the decision of the Superior General after he has heard the
Visitors of the two Provinces.
7.- FILIAL VICE-PROVINCES.
It is much to be desired that the Superior General with his
Council make up a set of Rules for the Vice-Visitor, and that
each filial Vice-Province and the Province on which it depends
enter into a special contract, which is to be approved by the
Superior General.
Title III.- THESUPERIORS AND THE ASSEMBLIES OF THE CONGREGATION.
8.- SUPERlORS IN GENERAL.
Superiors are not obliged, but are encouraged, to offer Mass
from time to time for their subjects.
9.- VISITATION OF THE PROVINCES.
To the end that Article 24, 30 of the Constitutions be better
observed, it is not at all fitting to prescribe for the Superior ~
General the time for exercising his right, nor ls it an essential
function of an Assistant General that he be sent to visit the
Provinces. Nevertheless, it is to be desired that the Provinces
be visited frequently by the Superior General, at least through ri
a Commissary delegated by him.
10.- COMMISSARIES.
According to the norm of Canon 207 of the Code of Canon Law,
the power of extraordinary Commissaries does not cease when
the power of a Superior General ceases.
11.- ASSISTANTS GENERAL.
Regarding the method of electing the Assistants General according rl
to the manner prescribed by the Constitutions, the method set
up in the Constitutions is to be retained, namely, seeking from
each other knowledge of the candidates and information about
their qualifications.
12.- THE ADMONITOR OF THE SUPERIOR GENERAL.
When the office of Admonltor of the Superior General ls vacant,
the Flrst Assistant, or, if there Is no First Assistant, the
Assistant who is oldest by reason of election, automatlcally
becomes the Admonitor.
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13.- THE LANGUAGE TO BE USED IN OFFICIAL DOCUMENTS.
47 ~ 1,10 10 Official documents pertaining to the whole Congregation
shall be printed in the Latin language.
20 The Circular Letters of the Superior General shall be
translated into the vernacular under the care of the Visitor.
30 The private letters of the Superior General are to be
written in a language that can be understood by the addressee.
14.- ORGANIZATION OF THE GENERAL SECRETARIAT.
47 § 1,20
47 § 1,20
112 ~ 2
10 The Assembly highly recommends, and places in the hands of
the Superior General with his Council, the organization of'the
General Secretariat in sections according to the ends and minis-
tries of the Congregation, especially in what regards the Foreign
Missions and a publicity office. The Assembly therefore urges
Visitors willlngly to give to the Superior General, if he asks,
Members really equipped for this work.
20 The Assembly also recommends that there be uniformity in
the make-up of documents, the formulas provided in the Rules of
Office being used; forms shall be printed under the care of the
General Secretariat, the faculty of printing them being extended
to Visitors for their own Provinces provided that they follow
the same format and size.
15.- THE ARCHIVES OF THE CONGREGATION.
10 In order that Superiors might have more certain and more
complete knowledge of the Members, both the General and Provincial
Archives shall preserve personal files of individuals, in which
shall be noted down not only those things which are found in the
annual Catalog of Personnel, but also gifts of soul, assignrnents
fulfilled by each and with what success, academic degrees or civil
or military decorations which each might have, and aIl those
things which pertain to one's personal history, such as Visitors
ought to send to the Superior General at stated times.
20 Since there are in existence many precious Vincentian
documents which are dispersed outside the Congregation, it is
advisable to recover them photographically. Prints of these shall
be deposited ln the General Archives of the Congregation.
16.- A CENTER WHERE OUR PUBLICATIONS CAN BE ACQUIRED.
47 § 1,20 In the General Curia, the Congregation shall have at Rome a
center where the Members can obtain works, especially those which
are publi shed by our Confreres and those which in any way pertain
to us. There shall be drawn up, therefore, a catalog of aIl
the works of the Confreres, the burden resting on the latter
to send copies of these works to the General Curia.
17.- ASSEMBLIES IN GENERAL.
60 § 2
61 ~ 2
10 Six years must have elapsed arter vows berore the moment
when one is deputed to go to a Provincial or General Asaembly;
and this condition is necessary for the validity of the election.
20 Without a cause approved by the Asaembly, no one is allowed,
either before or after the voting, to renounce his right to be
deputed to go to the Provincial or General Assembly; moreover,
if an election has already begun and is not yet completed, a
Domestic Assembly can never approve such a renunciation.
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72
97
72
94
90 § 2
93 § 1
70
94 § 1
94 ~ 1
60 § 2
94 § 2
18.- THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY.
If for any reason whatsoever, even an unlawful one, anyone
elected as a Delegate or Substitute does not go to the General
Assembly, another of those elected shall be substituted for him
according to the Constitutions, and this is his right.
19.- EXPERTS IN ASSEMBLIES.
Provided that there is no question of elections, men who are
experts, the Coadjutor Brothers not excluded, can be calIed both
to the General Assembly by the SUperior General and to the
Provincial Assembly by the Visitor; no one of them, howev~r, has
a vote in the Assembly, but, when called upon, they certainly
can be heard in those matters that pertain to them.
20.- THE "MAGNA COMMISSIO."
The General Assembly has the power of discussing Postulata to
which the "Magna Cornmissio" has affixed its negative vote by the
words linon opportunum," or similar words.
21.- PREPARATIONS FOR THE PROVINCIAL AND GENERAL ASSEMBLIES.
In order to make the necessary preparations for Provincial and
General Assemblies and to derive better results in them:
l.-The Provincial Assembly should be convoked in plenty of time
before the General Assembly so that Superiors and Delegates of
Houses can prepare the wishes and desires which they judge oppor-
tune, and, at a predetermined time, send them to the Visitor, who,
together with his council, shall collect themall and at an
opportune time send them back to the Superiors and Delegates of
Houses so that they might give them prudent consideration before
the Provincial Assembly.
2.-Three months before the General Assembly, the Postulata from
the Provincial Assemblies must be sent to the General Curia, which
shall collect them, divide them into categories, and, having added
those postulata which the Superior General, having heard his
Council, judges should be proposed, send them back to the Visitors
before the General Assembly. The Visitors shall transmit aIl of
these to the Delegates of the Provinces as soon as possible, for
examination before the General Assembly.
22.- THE PROVINCIAL ASSEMBLY.
10 A Superior who has been legitimately appointed is to be
called to a Provincial Assembly even if his subjects have been
dispersed by violence.
20 A Member who was present at a Domestic Assembly in a House
of one Province and who is sent to a Rouse of another Province
before the Provincial Assembly, enjoys the right of voice only
in the Province which he has recently left after the Domestic
Assembly.
30 If Local Superiors and Delegates of Houses are detained by
sorne difficulty, they are bound to notify the Visitor by letter
so that he might refer the matter to the Provincial Assembly,
which will not blame the absent if it judges the difficulty
legitimate. But if it judges the excuse offered by the absent
insufficient, they shall be deprived of the right of passive voice
in this Provincial Assembly, and their names shall be removed
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94 § 1
5 § 5,20
94 § 2
93 ~ 2
98
97
93 ~ 2
93
92 § 2
68 ~ 3
101
this one time from the list of those who can be sent to the
General Assembly.
40 The Assistant exercises the full office of a Superior and
therefore must attend the Provincial Assembly, not only when
the Superior of the House has died or has been removed and
another has not yet been assigned in his place, but also when
the Superior himself is so far away or so sick that he cannot
attend the Provincial Assembly.
50 In a Provincial Assembly, legitimate Substitutes for
Superiors must sit after the Superiors and according to their
length of time in the Congregation.
60 It is not at aIl lawful for a Superior to be absent from a
Provincial Assembly without a legitimate cause. And if, without
a legitimate cause, he cornes late or does not come at aIl, he
is to be deprived of passive voicej in such wise, however, that,
without waiting for him, the Assembly must begin on the appointed
day and in its first session determine whether and how long it
should wait for him.
70 Two of the Superiors present who are older in vocation are
to be assigned to help the Visitor examine the instruments of
deputation to the Provincial Assembly.
80 With the exception of the Visitor, aIl the priests of the
Province, even though absent, are eligible for deputation to the
General Assembly, provided that they have the requisite con-
ditions.
90 In a Provincial Assembly, the Visitor is permitted to assign
an intermediate day before the election of Delegates if he sees
fit, according to the norm of Article 97 of the Constitutions.
100 From the day that the Assembly begins until the day it ends
inclusively, it is the dutY of the Visitor to preside over aIl
the public activities of the House, and to grant to those
assembled who do not belong to the House aIl the permissions
which they needj but before and after this time, aIl except the
Visitor must be subJect as usual to the Local Superior regarding
permissions and other matters.
110 Provincial Assemblies shall not be excessively prolongedj
they shall not create Economes under the pretext of carrying on
the business of the Provincej they shall make no Decree whatso-
ever, but only decide what is to be proposed to the General
Assembly or to the Superior Generalj they shall transmit the
complete acts as weIl as the proposaIs which have been approved,
and they shall be presided over by the Visitor, whose dutY it is
according to the Constitutions to begin these Assemblies and to
terminate them.
23.- MEETINGS.
The faculty of calling meetings or assemblies of Superiors to
promote greater uniformity in the Province is committed to the
prudence of the Visitor.
24.- THE DOMESTIC ASSEMBLY.
10 Those who take part in a Domestic Assembly cannot deliberate
about Postulata to be sent to a Provincial Assembly, because this
is against the Constitutions. Nevertheless, although a Domestic
Assembly cannot send Postulata properly so called to a Provincial
Asaembly, it ia lawful for the individual Members of Houses to
propose their wishea and desires privately to the aforesaid
Assembly. Moreover, outside of the Domestic Assembly properly so
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105 § 2
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102 § 2
104 § 2
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called, it is 1awful for the members to get together and discuss
their wishes and desires, and to express them to the Superior as
weIl as to the Delegate of the House.
20 A House of the Congregation has the right to hold a Domestic '
Assembly and to send a Delegate to the Provincial Assembly only
if it is canonically erected and its Superior has been legitimatelJ
appointed by the Superior General.
30 If a Local Superior, without a reason approved by the Visitor'
with his Council, refuses to call a Domestic Assembly and preside
over it according to the Constitutions, he must on this occasion
be automatically excluded from the Domestic Assembly and be
deprived of active and passive voice in the Provincial Assembly,
and the Assistant must exercise the full office of Superior in
both the Domestic and Provincial Assembly.
40 Precautions must be taken that those who work giving
Missions are not absent from a House where a Domestic Assembly
is to be held around the time for which the Assemblies are called.
If, however, they do happen to be away from the House and cannot
return easily, there is no need to make them return, provided that'
they have been notified about the Assembly in advance and have
been invited to it, and provided that the Assembly can be held
without them; in this case they shall state in a letter signed
by themselves that they waive their right. In no case can those
who are away from the House send in a written vote no matter what
the cause.
50 One who happens to be staying in another House has passive
voice only in his own House, but he has active voice in the House
where he is staying, provided that this House is very far away
from his own and he does not hope to return to his own House be-
fore the Domestic Assembly. One who has already taken part in
a Domestic Assembly in one House and arrives in another, either
of the same or of another Province, before the Domestic Assembly
of the latter House, cannot take part in it and cannot enjoy in
it the right of active or passive voice in the matter of sending
a Delegate to the Provincial Assembly.
60 No one residing in his own House can, without a reason
approved by the Assembly, renounce active voice in a Domestic
Assembly, because of the various difficulties that can arise from
thisj if such a renunciation should occur, however, the Assembly
shall be legitimate.
70 If one who has already been elected should, either while
the Assembly is still going on or after it is over, renounce his
right, and another should be elected in spite of the fact that
this is forbidden, the second election is invalid.
80 If the Domestic Assembly is deliberately gotten over with
before the arrivaI of even one Priest, the Assembly is to be
repeated, unless this Priest renounces his right or can be con-
venient1y sent by the Visitor to another House in which the
Assembly has not yet been held; when the fraud of the Superior
is clear and proven, the Visitor shall reprimand him sharply and
shall lay the matter before the Provincial Assembly.
90 It is not required that one who ls to be elected Secretary
of a Domestic Assembly shall have completed six years after
pronouncing vows. ,
100 Houses ln which there are few Priests must send a Delegate
to the Provincial Assembly like other Houses. If in a particular ,
House there are only two Priests together with the Superlor, on
whose will therefore the choice of a Delegate will necessarily
depend, the Domestic Assembly ls to be held and the customary
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60 § l
195 13 2
63 § 2
105 § 2
101
60 § l
107
120
110 § 1,20
112 â 2
110 13 1,10
and prescribed procedure for the election of a Delegate is to
be observed. vfuen in a particular Rouse of the Congregation
only one Priest is Eligible for deputation to the Provincial
Assembly, the Assembly is to be held in the customary manner,
the voting and the other things pertaining to the Election of
a Delegate are to be omitted, a declaration is to be made that
only one was Eligible for deputation to the Provincial Assembly,
an instrument is to be drawn up to this effect according to the
formula already prescribed, and this is to be preserved in the
archives of the Rousej a transcript of this instrument, i.e.,
letters patent of deputation, is to be signed by the Superior
and by the one among those assembled who is oldest in vocation,
even though he himself might lacl( the conditions required for
passive deputation. But if there should be no one home but the
Superior and the Priest eligible for deputation to the Provincial
Assembly, then the letter of deputation is to be signed by the
Superior only.
110 If anyone should solicit votes in the Domestic Assembly of
any Rouse for the purpose of getting another sent to the
Provincial Assembly as a Delegate, the Election is validj never-
theless anyone who soliclts votes, even If it i8 for someone else,
is to be reproved.
120 The Postulatum that in Domestic Assemblies where there are
more than ten Confreres, two Delegates to the Provincial Assembly
be elected, cannot be admitted because it ls against the Constitu-
tions. Likewise, the Postulatum that in Rouses where there are
only three Priests qualified to be Delegates to the Provincial
Assembly, no Election be held in the Domestic Assembly and the
Assistant accompany the Superior, cannot be admitted because it
is against the Constitutions.
25. - VISITORS.
10 As far as possible, the Visitor should not be the Superior
of any Rouse while he ls Visitor.
20 A House in which the Visitor Is Local Superior must be
visited by a Commissary delegated by the Superior General.
30 In each Province there is to be a safe in which instruments
or documents pertaining to the office of the Visitor and to the
Province as weIl as confidential letters are to be kept, lest
they fall into the hands of those by whom they should not be read,
and in which they are to be preserved in such a way that they
will not be exposed to the danger of being lost. But if the
Visitor should die, the key to his room and the key to the safe
are to be given to the Provincial Consultor who takes charge of
the Province for the time being untl1 the appointment of another
Visitor, to whom the safe can then be entrusted.
26.- PERIODIC REPORTS. (1)
10 It is 1eft up to the Superior General to see whether the
formula for the Report on the State of a Province or House is
to be revised.
20 Likewise, it is 1eft up to the Superior General to decide
whether the Report to be made to the Superior General on the State
of a Province can be sent only once a year even by Visitors.
110 li3 2 (1) Cf. ORDINANCE n. 7 of the Very Reverend Superior General,
"The Report on the State of a Province or a Rousejll ORDINANCE
n. 10, IlSubmitting Matters to the Superlor General; Il
ORDINANCE n. l, IlJurisdiction."
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30 As to the Report to the Visitor on the state of Houses
which is to be made by Local Superiors and by the Consul tors of
Local Superiors, the following shall be observed, if the
Superior General so decides:
a) The Local Superior, according to the norm of Article 123 of
the Constitutions, shall inform the Visitor every three months
about the state of the House in his charge, in such a way, how-
ever, that he shall send a more complete report according to the
formula only once a year; otherwise, he can use a briefer
communication.
b) Consultors of Local Superiors need send a report only once
a year.
27.- CONSULTORS OF THE VISITOR.
10 The Consultors of the Visitor shall reside in the House
where the Visitor resides, or else they should not be so far
away from the residence of the Visitor that they cannot be at
Council meetings.
20 In the event of the Visitor's absence due to urgent
necessity or in the event of his death, the government of the
Province falls to the Consultor first in order of nomination,
unless the Superior General shall decide otherwlse.
28.- THE PROVINCIAL SECRETARY.
The Provincial Secretary, where there is one, can be admitted
into the Provincial Council to write its minutes, but without
the right to vote.
29. - EXAMINERS.
When Their Excellencies the Bishops choose our Confreres as
their Consultors or as Examiners of Confessors, these offices
may be accepted by our Confreres only with the permission of
the Visitor and only if they are not an obstacle to the per-
formance of our other duties; if they are, we shall excuse
ourselves with the greatest possible humility.
30.- LOCAL SUPERIORS. (1)
Superiors (and Economes) are forbidden to reimburse our Confreres
for money which they have laid out in making purchases orjourneys without the knowledge or permission of the Superior,
and at the same time the Decrees of the General Assemblles
concerning journeys of our Confreres are to be observed.
Superiors for their part shall keep in mind that they are
fathers of a family, and that in order to prevent these disorders
they have the obligation of willingly and generously providing
for the needs of their Confreres and for a mode of living that
15 decent and ln accord wlth our state ln li~e.
They shall also keep in mind that they are not the owners, but
rather the dispensers and managers, of the goods of the Community;
and that when they consume and waste these goods on frlvolous
and expensive things or on things that are unsuitable to our
state in life, they are laying the ground for serious discord
with their Confreres and for many hardships, and they sin agalnst
the vow of poverty and against justice.
(1) Cf. ORDINANCE n. 12 of the Very Reverend Superior General,
"Confirmation of Superiors or OfficiaIs. Il
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31.- THE ASSISTANT OF THE LOCAL SUPERIOR.
10 If the Local Superlor is in the city or not far from it, hls
Assistant can grant extraordinary permission to leave the House
neither to our own Confreres nor to extern seminarians, except
in cases of unforeseen and urgent necessity, or in cases in which
the Superior customarily grants permission; during this time,
however, he himself cannot leave the House except in cases of the
same necessity or customary practice. If he does go out or grant
permission to others to go out at this time, he shal1 give the
reasons for going out to the Superior soon after the latter's
return.
20 The Assistant has the right to open letters addressed ta
individual Confreres if the Superior is away for sorne days.
Whenever the Local Superior is away from the House, 1etters
addressed to him are to be opened by the Assistant according to
instructions given him by the Superior.
30 In extern Seminaries where there is a Director under the
Local Superior, It is the function of the Assistant, and not the
Director, in the absence of the Superior, to grant permission to
external seminarians to leave the House, and, unless the SUperior
has ordered otherwise, the Assistant can, if he wishes, preside
over their spiritual conferences.
40 When the Assistant arrives to help our Confreres after a
Mission has begun, it is his right to preside over at least those
exercises that concern the order of the House; but it is advan-
tageous for the Director, with the advice of the Assistant, to
carry on with his own duties concerning the functions of the
Mission, un1ess the Superior has ordered that everything be done
by the Assistant.
32.- THE LOCAL ECONOME.
The key to the office of the Local Econome must be so special
that only the Superior shall have one like it. But the Econome
ls to have a safe for keeplng money, and he alone ls to retain
the key to it.
33.- THE DOMESTIC COUNCIL.
Consultors are commanded to be diligent in attending meetings
of the Domestic Council and, when asked, to give their opinion
in Council, and a1so, if the Superior does not do his part in
this matter, to inform the Visitor, and if the Visitor does not
take care of the situation, to inform the Superior General.
Title IV.- CONFESSORS.
34.- THE COMMUNICATION.
10 The internaI communication:
a) Slnce the internaI communication ls so necessary and im-
portant, Its practice must always flourish throughout the entire
Congregation, and means must be taken continually to guarantee
that this practice ls not destroyed.
b} Local Superiors are commanded to foster this practice as
well as they can, having a conference on its importance and
necessity from time to time, certainly at least once a year.
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c) At the times that are customary for us, the Superior shall
remind the Community about the internaI communication that is to
be made by our Confreres, without indicating to whom it is to
be made.
20 The external communication:
a) The Superior has the right to require an external communi-
cation.
b) To facilitate the external communication to Superiors, the
schema of questions inserted in the Rules of the Visitor, the
Local Superior and the Director of the InternaI Seminary shaii
be followed.
Titie V.- TEMPORAL GOODS.
35. - ECONONES.
It is very desirable that Confreres who are experts in
business administration and finance be chosen for the office
of Econome. It is even desirable that whenever possible they
have a degree.
36. - THE GENERAL FUND.
A General Fund is constituted which provides for the support
of the General CUria and at whose expense the poorer Provinces
are helped, our Causes of Beatification are promoted, etc. This
Fund consists of money paid by each Province according to a tax
which is set each year by the Superior General.
37.- THE PROVINCIAL FUND.
10 A Central Fund is to be set up in aIl the Provinces.
20 This Fund consists of an annual tax from those Houses which
have been endowed by pious founders, and of the surplus revenue
of the other Houses of the Province.
30 The money that has been thus received from the various
Houses is to be administered and distributed by the Visitor with
his Council, both to pay the general expenses of the Province,
e.g., administration, visitation, the education of Scholastics
and Seminarists, and to help support poor Houses, as weIl as
to meet other similar needs that concern the common good of the
Province.
38.- THE DOMESTIC FUND.
10 The money that belongs to each House is not to be kept in
the House safe, but must be deposited in banks. Sorne special
care or precaution is to be taken concerning these deposits,
e.g., these deposits are to be made in the name of two Confreres,
so that if one should die or be unavailable for sorne other reason,
the other can recover the deposit. The Visitor shall be vigilant
in this matter, and he shall find out for certain, especlally on
visitation, whether these means have been used.
20 At the end of the year the Econome of each House must pay
aIl expenses for the proper support of the House, pay whatever
is necessary for the full execution of obligations, take and set
aside in the Domestic Fund sorne amount of money for unforeseen
expenses, and send to the Provincial Econome whatever remains
of the Domestic Fund.
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39.- TEMPORAL GOODS
10 Superiors and Economes shall carry out exactly aIl that
has been prescribed in their Rules regarding the lawful adminis-
tration of temporalities.
20 Superiors are forbidden to take it upon themselves to per-
form the duties of the Econome, to receive from the Econome,
without the Assistant of the House or an older priest being pre-
sent, the financial report of receipts and expenditures, a report
which should be made monthly as far as possible, or to keep in
their possession any part of the surplus money.
30 Economes are forbidden to act like owners in the administra-
tion of our Houses or Seminaries, disregarding the authority of
Superiors in the construction of buildings, the enterin~ into
contracts and the management of other affairs. .
Economes must make a report ot the Superior every month about
aIl the goods which are known to belong to the House under any
titlej and if they refuse to obey the foregoing norms, they shall,
by order of the Visitor, lose their office.
40 In order to avoid serious mistakes in the construction and
alterations of our houses and oratories and to avoid useless
expense, the Local Superior, in addition to observing Article
127 § 2 of the Constitutions, i3 obliged to show a plan of the
proposed work to the Visitor, who shall ask the advice of experts
in the art before ~ranting permission to the petitioner.
50 The Local Superior is obliged to send a complete and factual
report of receipts and expenditures to the Visitor each year, with
his own written attestation and that of the Assistant that thls
report Is accurate and fully agrees with the amount of money in
the bank, and also a true picture of aIl obligations and debts, so
that the Visitor in turn can send this report to the Superior
General, addin~ his own remarks. The consciences of Superlors
and Visitors are burdened with the exact observance of thls
prescription.
60 Certificates of ownership of moveable goods (stocks and bonds)
which are part of the endowment of any House are equivalent to,
and are regulated by the same rules as, immovable goods.
70 If a Superior, without the knowledge or even against the will
of his Domestic Consultors, undertakes sales, purchases, repairs,
alterations, lawsuits and similar negotiations, even--aside from
the case of a written mandate from the Bishop--if there is ques-
tion of the goods of Seminaries, the Visitor and the Superior
General are to be informed right away by letters sent directly
to them by the Consultors and the Admonitor of the Superior.
80 A Missionary who in the eyes of the civil law is the possessor
of goods of the Congregation, shall obey the instructions of
Superiors in performing those acts that will guarantee the owner-
ship of these goods by the Community.
90 If any Missionary, either by inheritance or by Iegacy,
receives goods for the Community, the respective Superiors have
the right to administer the inheritance or legacy, and the one
holding title has the obligation of submitting to the authority of
Superiors in p1acing those acts prescribed by civil law for admin-
istering these goods or for guaranteeing the Community's ownership
of them in the future.
40.- DEPOSITS.
Since it often happens that externs commit to our care varlous
deposits for the purpose of safekeeping or profit, the Superior
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alone is allowed to accept such deposits; but even the Superior
is forbidden to use these deposits to undertake any transactions
for gain. If however the person making the deposit explicitly
permits such transactions and a good work can be promoted in this
way, and if the Visitor gives his written permission beforehand,
such transactions may be undertaken.
Title VI.- ADMISSION TO THE CONGREGATION AND PROBATION.
41.- THE INTERNAL SEMINARY.
151 10 It is left to the prudence of the Visitor, with the consent
of the Superior General, whether the InternaI Seminary can be made
after the course of Philosophy.
20 Seminarists may be applied to the study of Philosophy after
the first year of the Seminary, provided that, insofar as possible
the Seminarists take part in the common exercises of the Seminary
of probation throughout this first year of studies.
151 30 candidates in the InternaI Seminary, after the first year of
152 probation, can, with the permission of the Superior General, be
sent to a House of Studies to continue their studies, provided
that this House is so set up that the candidates in the second
year of the InternaI Seminary are treated not as Scholastics, but,
as far as possible, complement their studies by the exercises
proper to the InternaI Seminary.
151 40 The prescriptions of the Common Rules regarding the biennium
after the pronouncing of vows are no longer binding.
Title VII.- THE VOWS.
42. - POVERTY.
165 ff.
171
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10 For the preservation of the spirit of poverty, simplicity
and uniformity, Visitors and Local Superiors are strongly urged
to see to the observance of the Constitutions and Decrees by word
and example, and the Assistant of each House, to observe the Rules
of his office.
20 In a Filial House which is not canonically erected and in
which the SUperior does not reside, a Member, living with a com-
panion who is Pastor or Director or Head of the House, is subject
to this companion in the area of poverty and obedience, except in
those matters which the Superior of the canonical House may have
reserved to himself.
30 The following norm is to be applied regarding the matter of
poverty: "res levioris momenti" are those things which do not
exceed in value the amount required for absolute grave matter in
matters of justice.
40 If the Superior has seen fit to command extraordinary work,
there la an obligation of obedience to do it, provided that the
order of the Superior is in accord with the Rules and Constitu-
tions. Whatever is given to our Confreres for ordinary or
extraordinary work belongs to the House where they are stationed.
Therefore if anyone keeps the remuneration for his ordinary or
extraordinary work without the permission of the Superior, he sins
against justice and against the vow of poverty.
50 Our Priests also sin against the vow of poverty if, without
the permission of the Superior, they accept and keep stipends for
the Masses which the Congregation allows each Confrere to apply
every month for his own intentions.
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60 Our Confreres are not allowed to keep for themselves that
part of a Mass stipend which is in excess of the amount fixed by
the Diocese, as if it is given "intuitu personae." Therefore
anyone who keeps this excess amount for himself sins againstjustice and against the vow of poverty, unless it is clear that
it was given "intuitu personaejll in the latter case the permission
of the Superior is necessary to avoid breaking the vow of poverty.
70 Missionaries may not accept money given "intuitu personae"
without the permission of the Superior, no matter what the amount,
without breaking the vow of poverty.
80 In order to define with greater clarity the sense of the
expression "datum intuitu personae," the Assembly declares:
a) That which is given because of dutY or ministry, function,
or onels own labor, or pension, or stipend for Masses, belongs to
the Community according to Article 169, 6 l of the Constitutions.
b) But that which is given because of one's own person only,
i.e., because of a family tie or personal friendship only, can be
considered in safe conscience to have been given "intuitu
personae ll and can be considered as personal property.
c) As to that which is given on the occasion of the ministry,
however, even if it is said to have been given with the words "for
your person," must not always be judged to have been given to the
personj because sometimes a doubt can arise as to whether there
really is question of something given "intuitu personae." In
these and in similar doubtful cases, goods, according to Article
168, § l, 20 of the Constitutions ought to be presumed to have
been given to the Community. But the matter can, by the best of
rlghts, be referred to the Superior, so that he, having con-
sldered the circumstances of the event, can pass judgment on the
matter, acting as a good father.
The Assembly absolutely reprobates the practice of those
Confreres who directly or indirectly seek somethlng "intultu
personre"on the occasion of the ministrYj and it declares that
this is against poverty and that the goods thus given belong to
the Community. Finally, the Assembly recalls to the minds of aIl
our Father st. Vincent's spirit of poverty, which is the soul of
the whole Congregation.
90 Pensions paid by the government to our Confreres who have
been wounded in war, belong to the Congregation if vows have been
pronounced or when vows are pronounced, but not before. But
pensions paid by the government to our Confreres because of out-
standing merit in battle belong to the individual Confreres.
100 Since pensions which the government allots to missionaries
by assignment do not belong to the individuals but to the Bouse
to which a misslonary belongs, they must be kept by the Superior
for the support of his Bouse. The same must be said for Mass
stipends and for any other remuneration for services. Those who
are staying with their own families are not exempt from this law,
even though they are there with the permission of Superiors.
110 The custom of giving money to individual Confreres who are
living in the Bouse to buy their own clothes is condemned, and
we are commanded for the future to preserve the custom whereby
whatever c10thing ls bought for an jndlvldua1 18, wlthout excep-
tion, bought by the Econome of the Bouse.
120 In each Province the Visltor with his Consultors can establish
requirements about the c10thing that ls to be provided for those
who set out from one HO'.lse for another, taking into consideration
the diverse conditions of 10ca1ities and the need of a Confrere
transferred from his own to another House.
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130 Our Confreres are allowed to keep their own money in a
strongbox in the Econome's or Superior's room, and to keep the
key themselves.
140 Certificates of ownership (deeds, bonds, stocks) belonging
to a Misslonary are regarded as immovable goods, the norm con-
cerning the revenues remaining intact.
150 Each Confrere shall dispose of his goods by a will or by
a declaration.
160 The money, deeds, stocks of our Confreres who die intestate
or without any declaration of their desires, must pass to their
heirs or successors, if these goods are or have become the
property of the deceased.
170 Without the consent of the Superior, it is not lawful, in
view of approaching death, to dispose of books and other equip-
ment whlch have been purchased wlth our own money and whlch are
flt for uses ln harmony wlth our state in life.
180 Without permission, it Is forbidden to glve or sell to
externs wrltings relating to our functions, even though they be-
long to us. The writlngs of our Confreres become the property
of the Congregation after their deathj while the author still
lives, they are subject to the vow of poverty like other things.
No one is allowed to appropriate the manuscripts of our deceased
Confreres, which, after they have been gone through by Superiors,
shall not be sent elsewhere, but shall be preserved for the con-
venience of those who wish to use them, and after use put back
where they belong. (1)
43.- THE USE OF TOBACCO.
168 § 5,40 It is required and sufficient that the Visitor, having heard
the respective Superlors of Houses, give his permission for the
use of tobacco.
44.- SUBSIDY FOR PARENTS.
168 § 5,30 The dispositions made by the Very Reverend Father Flat in his
Circular Letter of August 20, 1884 concernlng the subsidy to be
given to sorne of our Confreres for needy parents, shall be
observed.
45.- SOCIAL SECURITY.
169 § 1,10 It is left to the prudent judgment of the Visitor whether our
Confreres, after pronouncin? vows, are to be enrolled in the
system of Social Security. l2)
46.- GENERAL PERMISSIONS.
170 When major Superiors grant general permissions, the Local
Superior is to be informed, even though the permissions are only
temporarYj and the rest of the Confreres are also to be informed
so that they will not be scandalized.
(l)
(2)
Cf. ORDINANCE Number 2 of the Very Reverend Superior General,
"The Purchase and Use of VehicIesj" ORDINANCE Number 5, ItThe
Purchasing of Vehlclesjfl ItStatute for Our Members Who
Habitual1y Live Outside an Estab1ished House. f1
Cf. ORDINANCE Number 13 of the Very Reverend Superlor
General, "Pensions."
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47.- DIGNITIES.
10 Our Confreres shall be mindful of the humility of our father
St. Vincent and not try under any pretext to obtain ecclesiastical
dignities.
20 The Superior General, in his prudence, shall permit our
Confreres to accept lucrative ecclesiastical dignities only for
most serious reasons, and on condition that whoever accepts these
dignitles remains under the authority of the Superior General and
that the revenue of these dignities becomes the revenue of the
Congregation.
30 The same must be said for aIl lucrative offices offered by
the government or by a municipality, especially if they have to
do with public educationj therefore such offices shall nevér be
accepted except for a most serious reason and with the express
permission of the Superior General, and the remuneration shall
always become the property of the Congregation.
48.- DIOCESAN VICARS GENERAL.
Since we must always pay special honor to the Very Reverend
Vicars General, the honor of presiding over ecclesiastical con-
ferences for externs in our Houses shall be respectfully offered
to themj and even if it is foreseen that they will decline, the
honor is still to be offered to them, even a second time. The
honor of giving the blessing at table is also to be offered to
them when they decide to take a meal with us in the refectory.
Title VIII.- THE COURSE OF STUDIES.
49.- APOSTOLIC SCHOOLS.
10 Apostolic Schools shall be defended and helped in every way
possible as a means towards the preservation, growth and progress
of our Congregation.
20 As far as it is possible and feasible, the students in our
Apostolic Schools must be educated weIl enough to pass state
examinations, but without prejudice to the prescript of Canon
1364 of the Code of Canon Law.
50.- OUR CONFRERES IN FORMATION.
10 In order to foster greater knowledge of and love for things
pertaining to our Congregation, our Scholastics and Seminarists
shall be taught about the more important Articles of the Consti-
tutions, Rules of Office and Privileges of the Congregation.
20 It will be lawful to inform our Scholastics, and sometimes,
if done cautlously and according to the prudent judgment of the
Superior, even our Seminarists, about sports and even about
politics, not only by way of conversation, but even directly by
means of Catholic newspapers and the radio. But by no means
shall our Scholastics buy and read romantlc books, unless it ls
certain that these books are not opposed to sound morals and the
express permission of the Superior is obtained. It will be law-
fuI, however, to give them a digest of these books which is
written by Catholic authors and contains a brief summary of the
theme of a book and a sound Judgment of it.
30 Our Scholastic8 and Seminarists shall not be applied to
working in churches or teaching in schools or similar tasks to
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such an extent that they might be distracted from their own
studies or exercises (which also applies to the students in the
Apostolic Schools).
40 That our Scholastics might be formed in the spirit of
regularity, piety and obedience, the following points have been
decreed:
a) In Houses where Scholastics are located, responsibility for
external discipline is not entrusted to the Director of
Scholastics alone, but to aIl those indicated by the Rules.
b) When Scholastics neglect their obligations, it is not only
the Director and Prefect of Studies that have the right and dutY
to remind them of these obligations by a kind word, but also the
Professors, inside or outside of class; and any such negligent
Scholastic is obliged to accept such a reminder in a spirit of
humility and obedience.
c) It seems necessary that in Domestic Council or in another
set up by the Visitor there be frequent discussion about aIl
matters pertaining to the Scholastics under any heading,
expecially when there is question of admission to Orders.
50 A Scholastic of a Province that has an abundance of vocationE
can transfer to another Province, provided that he has the consent
of both Visitors and the approval of the Superior General.
60 To achieve that greater formation of the Members which is
referred to as "specialized:"
a) It is to be desired that as many of our Confreres as
possible be sent to Roman Universities or to others approved by
the Church to obtain academic degrees.
b) Furthermore, it is to be desired that, in order to exercise
the ministries of the Congregation with greater fruit, our
Members also attend specialized institutes and, as far as
possible, obtain diplomas in them.
c) Let there also be a high regard for those courses of study
and pastoral exercises which are held so frequently in our day
under the leadership of ecclesiastical authority.
70 As regards the attending of lay universities by our Confreres
to get academic degrees in philosophy, llterature or science,
the norms enacted by the Holy See shall be observed.
51.- PROFESSORS.
10 Professors are not to dictate their lectures, but continue
to explain a carefully chosen author. Our professors are for-
bidden to depart, especially in wrltlngs which they hand out,
from the teachings of the authors whom they explain in class,
wlthout consulting or against the wishes of the Superior.
20 Commendation is glven that custom whereby those of our
Confreres who teach Philosophy or Theology in Seminaries some-
tlmes take part in the recreations or conversations of the
Clerics after dinner, both to exclude from their conversations
whatever ls unbecoming to Clerics committed to divine worshlp,
and to acqulre a more Intlmate knowledge of thelr temperament,
interests and character, wlthout prejudice, however, to the
relevant custom observed in sorne Provinces regardlng house guests.
30 Professors are not, simply by reason of their assignment,
dispensed from the recitation of the Divine Office in common.
52.- THE DIRECTOR OF SCHOLASTICS.
The Director of Scholastics should not ordlnarl1y be assigned
to hear the confessions of the Scholastics.
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Title X.- COADJUTOR BROTHERS.
53.- THE COADJUTOR BROTHERS.
10 AlI Misslonaries shall be solicitous about vocations to
the state of Coadjutor Brother.
20 In order to obtain a better knowledge of candidates to
the state of Coadjutor Brother, testimonial letters are to be
presented before their admission, whether these be from the
Ordinary of the place of birth or from the Ordinary of any
place where the postulants in question have spent more than a
year after their fourteenth year of age, unless the good moral
life of the candidate can be clearly established from other
sources.
30 In view of present day social conditions, still greater
attention shall be glven to the formation of the Coadjutor
Brothers, so that they also may fill important positions. In
order to achieve this raising of the status of Coadjutor
Brothers, which is necessary in these current times and should
be fostered by Visitors, the Assembly makes the following
recomrnendations:
a) postulants should be admitted who are endowed with good
talents and sufficient intelligence and who have a right in-
tention, especially where there is question of adults.
b) It is fltting that there be Apostolic Schools for Coadjutor
Brothers, and that their InternaI Serninary be separated from the
InternaI Semlnary of the Clerics, so that their spiritual for-
mation regarding the obligations of their vocation may be more
efficaciously attended to.
c) Not only should they be applied to rnanual labor, but they
should be given, the younger ones especially, sufficient
lntellectual training either in technical institutes or in
secondary schools, according to the circumstances of the
various regions, so that they may truly be masters in the art
to which they are to be applied.
d) If they are equipped, they should also be applied to other
more lntellectual duties, e.g., teaching in colleges or in
Apostollc Schools, serving as librarians and archivists or as
secretaries in colleges and parishes, teaching Christian
Doctrine, especially on Missions and in parishes, etc.
e) They should participate more intirnately in the common
and familiar life of the whole House, enjoying the same rights
as the Priests in material thlngs, taking part in recreation
with them, according to Decree Il, Number 2, General Assembly
XXXII, which states that the application of the rule of
separation is left to the discretion of Visitors, taking into
account particular circumstances.
40 The practice is comnended whereby the Coadjutor Brothers
of the Province take turns meeting in one of our Houses and
there by themselves make their retreat under the direction of
one of our Priests, who gives them, besides the meditations and
examens suited to their state, an explanation of the Constitu-
tions and Rules of Office, and instructs them in those virtues
for which they have a special need.
50 The determination of the garb of the Coadjutor Brothers
ls left to the prudent judgment of each Visitor for his
Province.
60 After dlnner and supper the Coadjutor Brothers snall be
given oppertunity te relax in conversation or sorne ether
legitimate recreation, the time and place to be fixed by the
Visitor. -17-
211 § 3,20 70 Every professed Coadjutor Brother can ask that in h1s
own House Mass be offered for his intentions twelve t1mes a
year, i.e., once each month.
Title XI.-OBLIGATIONS AND EXERCISES OF PIETY. (1)
54.- THE COOOMON RULES.
219
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VIII,
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Those Common Ru1es which have not been embodied in the book
of Constitutions do not have an ob1igatory force that isjuridical properly so-ca11edj nevertheless they are to be he1d
in high esteem, because the book of common Rules given us by
st. Vincent must be regarded as the handbook of that perfection
which is proper to our state.
55.- POLITICS
10 It is entirely forbidden to accept a political appoint-
ment except in a case of true necessity, of which the Superior
General with his Counci1 is to be the judge.
20 It is forbidden to take part in politica1 clubs, to enro11
in them or to speak in them. Regarding 1iterary clubs, it is
necesBary to contact the Visitor.
56.- SICK CONFRERES.
10 Our sick Confreres are to be cared for and supported at
the expense of the HouBe where their sickness beganj if there
is a dispute about this, the matter is to be referred first to
the Visitor, or, if the HOUBes are of different Provinces, to
the Visitorsj then, if they disagree, to the Superior General.
20 But if the House is unab1e to carry this burden and it
cannot get he1p from the Bishop or elsewhere, the burden must
be distributed equitably among aIl the Houses of the Province.
57.- OUR DEAD. (2)
227 § 2 10 The custorn of publishing a short biography of our dead
is commended.
47 § 1,20 20 Also commended is the practice of composing short da11y
notices to be read public1y each day, in which the events of
greatest importance for the whole Congregation are commemora-
ted and aIl the Confreres of the Province who have died on a
given day are called to mind.
58.- JOURNEYS. (3)
231 § 5 10 For a grave and Just cause, Local Superiors can ~rant
their subjects permission to stay outs1de the House, but not
for more than five days; Visitors also, but not for more than
fifteen days. (These permissions shall be granted cautiously,
because of the difficulties and dangers which can be their
sequel. )
(1) cr. ORDINANCE Number 4 of the Very Reverend Superior General,
"The Use of Radio and Televisionj" and ORDINANCE Number 6,
"Amusements."
(2) Cf. ORDINANCE Number 14 of the Very Reverend Superior
General, "Suffrages for the Dead."
(3) Cf. ORDINANCE Number Il of the Very Reverend Superior
General, "Journeys."
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20 visitors can permit their subJects to visit their families,
at their own expense, for a short time, that is, for not more
than fifteen days.
30 Useless traveling about on the part of Professors during
the time of vacation must be entirely forbidden, as it has been
up until now. But Journeys undertaken to make Professors more
qualified in the disciplines they teach, are not only not for-
bidden, but are very much encouraged.
40 In order that professors might not be deprived of the re-
laxation due them, however, they can be sent to one of our
villasj or, If we do not own a villa, to a villa rented for
this purpose where externs will not live with our Confreres.
The Visitor, with the Local Superior, shall be the Judge of the
tlme and manner of their stay.
50 Vacations for Professors, already provided for in the
Decrees of the General Assemblies, shall be extended to aIl the
Confreres.
60 Members who return to their homeland ori their own authority,
or who aimlessly travel around through cities and provinces,
must be seriously admonished, and even punished with a Just
severity. Regarding those who ask permission to return to their
homeland because of sickness or family affairs, however, such
a permission can be granted only by the Superior General and
for serious and proven reasonsj in this case, Local Superiors
shall add their own opinion and present the petitions to the
Vlsitors, and Visitors in turn shall add their opinion and
present the petitions to the Superior General.
70 The length of time that has been prescribed up until now
before Missionaries may return to their homeland, can be re-
duced by Visitors with their Council, with the approval of the
Superior General.
80 The expenses for the trip are to be born by the Province
or by the Mission; the matter of necessary expenses during the
time spent in the homeland is left to the prudence of the
Visitor with his Council.
59.- CIVIL DISORDER.
Missionarles whose House in any Province is closed because
of civil disorders, are obliged as before to live the common
life as far as possible, and to obey the Superlor who ls already
constituted, since it is clear that the Rules, Decrees, Con-
stitutions and vows already pronounced are neither abolished
nor derogated in virtue of complusion by the civil law.
But if the Missionaries are so impeded by very great diffi-
culties that they cannot do even this, each one, after the
Very Reverend Superior General has been informed and assents,
shall go to another House in a safer Province and remain there
for the time being.
60.- THE PRINTING OF BOOKS. (1)
1 0 In the various reg10ns where M1ss1onar1es are establ1shed
1t is advantageous to translate into the vernacular and print
the Conferences and Letters of St. Vincent and the Circular
Letters of the Super10rs General.
20 In each Province there shall be composed a compendium of
the history of the Congregation of the Mission and of matters
(1) Cf. ORDINANCE Number 8 of the Very Reverend Superior
General, "The Prlnting of Books. Il
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pertaining to the province, so that the students in the
Apostolic Schools can be taught about our Institute more easily.
61.- PERNICIOUS BOOKLETS.
10 It is strictly forbidden to publish and distribute booklets
treating of the affairs of the Congregation, without the name
of the author and the place of printing, and without the per-
mission of Superiors.
20 Anonymous booklets of this kind that are written against
Superiors or against the Confreres of this or that nation and
are distributed secretly, are especially to be reprobated, and
they are reprobated, because they generate a spirit of criticism,
of distrust and of division.
30 In order to repress anonymous booklets by efficacious means,
the following has been decided:
a) It is commanded under pain of grave sin that aIl who receive
booklets and anonymous writin~s of this kind (whether they are
handwritten, typed or printed), shall refrain from passing them
on to others, shall refrain from discussing them in any way with
others, and shall report them and send them to the Superior
General through the Visitors.
b) The authors and promotors of such writings and anonymous
booklets, which injure reputations or inflict injury on the
Congregation or its Superiors or its Members, are punished by
an automatic suspension from the exercise of Orders.
62.- THE CULTIVATION OF LITURGICAL LIFE.
In order that the Congregation may in our own times retain
and increase the part which it has had from its very beginnings
in the cultivation and promotion of the Sacred Liturgy, litur-
gical life shall be sedulously fosteredj and the exercises of
piety and the whole spiritual life of the Community shall be
imbued in a more profound way with the norms and spirit of
liturgical piety and spirituality, special attention being given
to the liturgical seasons.
63. - MORNING AND NIGHT PRAYERS.
10 Morning and night prayers, which are to be said in common,
shall correspond more closely to the mind of the Church. There-
fore:
a) In the morning: 1.- Lauds only shall be said, as in the
Roman Breviary, the acts of faith, hope and charity being left
to private recitation. 2.- At the end of meditation there
shall be said the Litany of the Most Holy Name of Jesus, the
Angelus, and the invocation IIDominus nos benedicat,1I and aIl
of these may be said in the vernacular.
b) In the evening, Compline only shall be said, as in the
Roman Breviary. After the final antiphon of the Blessed Vlrgin
Mary, a summary of the meditation shall be read, and there shall
be added: the prayer IIExpectatio Israel" and the invocations
IlSancte Ioseph, ora pro nobis,1I and "Sancte Vincenti, ora pro
nobis," and these can be said in the,vernacular.
20 Superiors shall take care that the Coadjutor Brothers are
provided with suitable books and are given the necessary train-
ing so that they too can recite with spiritual profit those
Canonical Hours which are to be said in common as morning and
night prayers.
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64.- THE GREATER LITANIES.
For greater uniformity in our Houses, the greater Litanies
of St. Mark are to be recited after mental prayer, in place
of the Litany of the Name of Jesus.
65. - THE EXERCISES OF PIETY IN THE SACRED TRIDUUfll.
The exercises of piety during the last three days of Holy
Week shall be ordered as follows:
1.- In the morning: a) Lauds are said as in the Roman Breviary.
But if Matins and Lauds are recited or sung together after medi-
tation, the only thing said before mental prayer is the '~Christus
factus est" with the prayer "Respice" or "Concede, Il the acts
of faith, hope and charity being left to private recitation.
b) At the end of prayer the antiphon IIChristus ll is said and the
psalm "Miserere ll ls added with the prayer "Respice" or "Concede."
2.- At the particular examen, the antiphon "Christus" having
been said, the examination is made, and it is concluded with
the prayer "Respice" or "Concede." The Angelus is said in
silence, the verse and what follows being omltted.
3.- The prayers at table are arranged in the followin?, way:
a) Before dinner or supper, the antlphon "Chrlstus" or 'Principes
sacerdotum" havlng been said, the blessing is given in silence,
and nothing else is added. b) At the end the antlphon IIChrlstus"
or l'Principes sacerdotum ll is said wi th i ts prayer and wi thout
the IIPater noster. 1I
4.- In the evening, Compline is said as in the Roman Breviary,
the rest being omitted.
66.- PIOUS PRACTICES.
10 The Consecration of the Congregation of the Mission to
the Most sacred Heart of Jesus Christ is to be renewed every
year in each House.
20 The Consecration to the Immaculate Virgin Mary ls also to
be renewed every year.
30 The practice of havlng special devotions in honor of the
Blessed Virgin Mary on the flrst Saturday of each month in our
churches and those committed to us ls approved.
67.- MENTAL PRAYER.
The obligation of rising at the hour that is customary in the
Congregation and of making mental prayer in common is to be
urged by Superlors in every way possible, even by severe
admonitions of the negligent, because if our use of meditation
begins to die out, piety Itself will die, and the fruitfulness
of our sacred functions will be greatly diminished.
68.- SPIRITUAL RETREATS.
10 The ru1e which prescribes that we devote eight full days
to our ~plritual retreat must always be observed. If, however,
this would occasion grave inconveniences, the Visitor rnay, in
individual cases, have recourse to the Superlor General to
obtain the necessary dispensation.
20 It is left to the prudent judgrnent of Visitors:
a) Tc allow Missionaries, especially the younger ones, to
make their retreat outside of their own House, grouped as far
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as possible according to their various functions, with one of
our Confreres giving the conferences, provided that these Priest
Confreres are sent to one of our own Rouses for the retreat.
b) To allow the same young Priests to particlpate regularly
in the practice called the "Mensis sacerdotalis, " in which they
are instructed in matters pertaining to their own functions.
30 At the time of the annual retreat our Priests are not
allowed to spend their time hearing confessions, unless neces-
sity or great utility demands it and the permission of the
Superior has first been obtained.
69.- SPIRITUAL CONFERENCES.
10 In order that repetitions of prayer and conferences may be
given new vigor:
a) Repetition of prayer shall be restored to its original
sim~licity and familiarity.
b) Conferences shall become more formative, with stress placed
on the spirit of the Congregation, the Rules and our works, due
regard being had for the liturgical seasons.
20 When a first or second class feast falls on a day when we
usually have a conference, the spiritual conference ls held as
usual.
30 The spiritual conference which it is customary to hoId in
sorne Rouses of the Congregation on Friday after the general
examen, can be moved to a day of the week which in the judgment
of both the Visitor and the Local Superior is more convenient,
considering the functions and burdens of the individual House,
and it should begin about half way through the time of prayer,
or a little later.
40 Both a spiritual conference and a repetition of prayer
must be held once each week in the larger Houses, i.e., where
there are at least six persons; but in other Houses it is
sufficient to hold one or the other each week.
70. - CHAPTER.
The Rule of declaring one's faults in the presence of others
is to be understood in the following way:
a) This exercise is not held unless there are three to declare
their faults.
b) Each distinct group declares its faults separately, so that
if there is only one Priest, he declares his faults alone, or
if there is only one Scholastic, he also declares his faults
alone and separately.
71.- TRE COURSES AT TABLE.
10 Besides the usual courses at table, one is to be added on
the followlng days: on the Feasts of the Natlvlty of Our Lord
and the Eplphany; on Easter and Qulnquageslma Sundays; on the
solemn Feast of the Patron of the Church; on the Feasts of Our
Lady of the Mlraculous Medal and the Conversion of St. Paul,
and of our Father St. Vincent, namely, the Translation, Birth,
Commemoration of his Death, and Patronage; on the Name Day
Feasts of the Very Reverend Superior General, the Local Superior,
and also the Visitor, but only in the House where the Visitor
resides.
20 When a solemn feast falls on Friday, the meal at supper
can be the same as it is on other days.
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72.- CHANGE IN THE ORDER OF DAY.
since present day circumstances frequently require that
certain works of the Apostolate be performed in the later
evening or night hours J Visitors can obtain frorn the Superior
General the faculty of ehanging habitually the customary order
of day in the matter of rising and retiringJ taking into con-
sideration the needs of the Apostolate.
TITLE XII.- THE WORKS OF THE CONGREGATION.
73. - FUNCTIONS.
In accepting invitations to preach and to perform various
other functions J we must keep in mind the needs of the times
and the desires of the Sovereign Pontiffs J and at the same time
see to it that these functions contribute to the salvation of
the poorJ at least indirectlYJ and are in keeping with the
simplicity proper to the Congregation.
74.- COMMUNICATION OF PASTORAL EXPERIENCES.
It is highly recommended that the periodical VINCENTIANAJ
in addition to the news of the CongregationJ also make known
to the Confreres those pastoral questions which are mueh dis-
cussed these daysJ as weIl as those experimentsJ which are
being conducted in various regions J having as their objects
our works J especially Missions to the people.
75. - MISSIONS.
10 AlI the Confreres are reminded of the zeal and love they
should have for the MissionsJ the principal reason for the
existence of our Congregation and a most efficacious means
of fostering vocationsJ and the work of our Missions is recom-
mended to aIl with utmost emphasls.
20 It is decreed that aIl our Houses J even parish Houses J in
so far as possible J should regard the Missions as our principal
and special endJ and that each ProvinceJ to the full extent
of its abilitYJ should labor in the Foreign Missions J in order
to satisfy the prescriptions of Article 262 of our Constitutions.·
30 It is to be desired that in Houses that have no parochial
obligations beyond the divine worshipJ with the exception of
sanctuaries which pilgrims frequent J sorne of our Members be
assigned to the work of giving Missions.
40 ~lere collective missions are given which require the
collaboration of Missionaries from many Houses J it is urged
that such collaboration be given generously.
50 Youn~er men shall be assigned to the Missions under the
direction of an experiehced MissionarYj the House chosen for
them shall be one in which the work of the Missions is
flourishing.
60 In order to foster free MissionsJ it ls desirable that
Visitors provide for the establishment o~ a "Mission Chest"
in which the Confreres J mindful of their vocationJ can sornetimes
put even a small donationJ thus using thelr incorne for an
excellent pious cause.
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76. - SERMONS.
10 Young Missionaries are urged to write out their sermons
carefully and present them to be read by Superiors, who have
the obligation of examining them, either personally or by their
delegates, before they are delivered publicly.
20 Our Missionaries who are to preach public sermons in high
schools or colleges at the beginning of the school year or at
graduation exercises, are obliged to present these sermons
to the Superior for approval, even though they will not be
printed.
77.- A SPECIAL HOUSE IN THE FOREIGN MISSIONS.
Care must be taken in Foreign Mission fields to establish
Houses where all the Missionaries can live a common life,
leaving the ordinary care of far distant Christianities to
native secular Priests under their direction.
78.- THE DIRECTION OF THE DAUGHTERS OF CHARITY. (1)
10 It is to be desired that, as far as possible, the office
of Director of the Daughters of Charity be kept separate from
the office of Visitor and, a fortiori, that it not be joined
with the office of Local Superior.
20 In order to have uniformity in the spiritual direction
of the Daughters of Charity, the Visitors shall bring about and
foster mutual cooperation between the provincial Directors of
the Daughters and the Priests who are assigned to preaching to
them and hearing their confessions:
a) by publishing writings and by calling meetings of the
Directors together with the Confreres assigned to this workj
b) by teaching the young Priests during their pastoral year
about the nature, rules and vows of the Institute of the
Dau~hters of CharitYj
c) by giving to non-Vincential confessors the principal norms
regarding the exercise of their spiritual direction.
30 The prescriptions about the relationship of Missionaries
with the Daughters of Charity are to be read every year.
79.- WORKS OF CHARITY.
Visitors, Local Superiors and Directors of the Missions shall
urge the practice of the works of charity treated in article
270 of the Constitutions.
80.- ASSOCIATIONS.
10 We are to promote the Confraternitites of Charity by every
means possible.
20 The works of the Ladies of Charity, the Daughters of St.
Louise and the Children or Mary are governed by the Superior
Generalj therefore our promotion and coordination of these
works by regular meetings of the Directors from different
regions and nations must proceed according to obedience and
with the permission of competent Superiors.
(1) Cf. the Very Reverend Superior General's "Advice and
Prescriptions for Missionaries in Their Dealings and
Relationships with the Daughters of Charity."
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81.- THE ASSOCIATION OF THE MIRACULOUS MEDAL.
The Director General of this Association is the Superior
General, who delegates the Visitor for his Province and the
Local Superlor for his own House. The Visitor can subdelegate
someone for his Province.
82.- FOSTERING DEVOTION TO THE PASSION OF OUR LORD
JESUS CHRIST.
It is opportune that devotion to the most holy Passion of
Our Lord Jesus Christ be fostered and spread ln the whole
Congregationj therefore, as far as possible, in our churches
and chapels an altar shall be dedicated to this form of sacred
worship, and this devotion shall be encouraged in Missions
and Retreats.
83.- DEVOTION Ta OUR LADY OF THE MIRACULOUS MEDAL.
During Missions, devotion to Our Lady of the Miraculous Medal,
a devotion that is so highly valued by the family of St. Vincent
for a unique reason, shall be promoted by efficacious means,
for example, by putting in prominence an image of the Blessed
Virgin. Moreover, where Missions are given, an image of Our
Lady of the Miraculous Medal shall be set up permanently,
provided that the consent of the Bishop and the Pastor has
first been obtained.
84. - PASTORS.
10 Those who hoId the pastoral office shall carefully observe
the prescriptions of our Directory for the government of
parlshes.
20 In particular, Pastors shall teach their Assistants the
practical manner of keeping parish records, especially in
places where these records have civil effect.
30 Regarding the vacations of pastors:
a) If there is question of absence for vacations strictly
so-called, the prescriptions of our Constitutions and our
customs must be observed;
b) If it is a matter of an absence for sorne particular work,
it will be necessary to observe canon 465, which treats of
vacations of two months, and even longer wlth the permission of
the Ordinary and, in the case of our Confreres, of the Visitor.
85.- MEMBERS LIVING OUTSIDE THE HOUSE.
The competence of a Local Superlor with reference to Confreres
of his House who permanently work and live outside the House
with the necessary permission of the Visitor, e.g., hospital
chaplains, ls regulated by norms drawn up by the Superior
General for these Confreres in the matter of obedience and
poverty. (1)
(1) Cf. the Very Reverend Superior General's "Statute for
Our Members vfuo Habltually Live Outside a Community
1I0use."
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T1tle XIII.- DEPARTURE AND DISMISSAL FROM THE CONGREGATION.
86.- THE EXCLAUSTRATED.
279 ff. 10 The matter of the r1ghts of the exc1austrated with regard
60 to active and pass1ve v01ee 1s to be eommltted to the Super10r
General.
227 § 3~10 20 It 1s the Superior General who will determine what
suffrages are to be given to our Confreres who d1e while
living outsidethe Congregation~ whether they have been ex-
elaustrated by an Apostolie indult or whether they have the
permission of the Superior General to remain outside for six
months for the purpose of finding a benevolent Bishop.
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DECREES
THAT HAVE A
TRANSITORY FORCE
87.- AN EPITOME OF THE LAW OF THE CONGREGATION OF THE MISSION.
A Commentary on the Constitutions ls to be brought out, con-
taining their sources, examples and clarifications of the text,
and bearing the title "Epitome of the Law of the Congregation
of the Mission."
88.- A FORMULARY.
A Formulary is to be printed containing the formulas of good
purposes, temporary and perpetuaI vows, the oath, absolution
at chapter, the profession of faith, our acts of consecration,
the papal blessing with the plenary indulgence; also formulas
for admission into the Association of the Children of Mary, the
blessing and imposition of the Miraculous Medal and the
scapulars, the blessing of St. Vincent's water, etc.
89.- A COMMISSION FOR THE REVISION OF THE EXERCISES OF PIETY.
10 In order to revise the exercises of piety and their formulas
and to make them more appropriate for our times, a special Com-
mission shall be established, whose dutY it shall be:
a) To examine the individual exercises of piety in their origin
and evolution, keeping in mind the more recent ecclesiastical
documents, and paying special attention to the liturgical re-
newal.
b) To make a collection of the formularies now in use in the
various Provinces, to examine them, and, where necessary, to
correct them.
c) To draw up concrete proposaIs and to make them known to
the Visitors to receive their observations.
d) The proposaIs again having been considered, if there be
need, to conduct opportune experiments under the leadership and
by the authorlty of the SUperior General wlth his Council.
e) Finally, the period of trial having been concluded, to
produce a manual of exerclses of piety and their formulas, and
to propose to the SUperior General definite conclusions so that
he can put them Into practice.
20 The Assembly decided, moreover, that aIl these things
should be completed within the space of five years.
90.- A COLLECTION OF PRIVILEGES.
The Assembly gave its approval for a revised Collection of
Privileges to be published by authority of the Superior
General.
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91.- ADAPTING THE RULES OF THE INTERNAL SEMINARY TO
THE CONDITIONS OF OUR TII~S.
The Assembly asks the Superior General that as soon as pos-
sible new Rules for the InternaI Seminary, more in conformity
with the Constitutions and our times, be drawn up by a Commis-
sion and sent to the InternaI Seminaries for a trial period of
two or three years.
At the same time, meetings of the Directors of the InternaI
Seminaries of the various Provinces shall be encouraged, both
by the Visitors, and, for different regions, by the Superior
General, so that the Directors can in good time inform the
Commission, which can then prepare a definitive text for approv-
al by the next General Assembly.
92.- DIRECTORIES FOR DIRECTORS OF ASSOCIATIONS.
The Assembly recommends that the Superior General with his
Council, after they have heard the Visitors and the Directors
of Associations, draw up Directories for those members who
exercise the office of, e.g., Director of the Association of
Charity or of the Children of Mary in the area of the whole
Province or region. In these Directories it shall be clearly
stated how these members should conduct themselves in their
relationships with the Superior of their own or of another House.
93.- AN INSTITUTE FOR STUDIES ABOUT THE CONGREGATION AND
ITS LIFE.
It ls to be deslred that, considering present circumstances,
there be founded-as quickly as possible in the General Curia
an Institute for the purpose of promoting and fosterlng studles
and research regarding the Congregation and its life.
94.- A VINCENTIAN ATHENAEUM.
It ls to be desired that, after the usual conditions have
been fulfl1led and at a proper and flttlng time, there be
establlshed in the International House of Studies (in Rome) a
Vincentlan Athenaeum where academic degrees can be obtalned.
95.- THE SCIENTIFIC FORMATION OF OUR CONFRERES.
10 It is to be deslred that as soon as possible there be
founded in Rome or in another convenient place, under the direct
vigilance of the SUperior General, a "Vincentian Pedagogical
Institute" for the direct, specifie and proper preparation of
Members who are destined for the work of the formation of our
youth.
20 The Assembly requests of the Superior General that, even
now, before the establishment of a Vincentian Athenaeum in
which our Members, while perhaps attending classes in the
Roman Universities, will be instructed scientifically in those
matters that pertain to the Congregation (e.g., its juridical
status, its history, the praxis in its offices, and its spirit-
uality), --that even now, at this very time, instruction of
this kind be given to our Members in the International House
of Studles.
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96.- RECOURSE TO THE HOLY SEE FOR ALIENATIONS.
Article 136 § 1 of the Constitutions expresses the ordinary
juridical norm that is round in the Code of Canon Law; the
Dccree of July 13, 1951 of the Sacred Consistorial Congrega-
tion (regarding the sum beyond which it is necessary to have
recourse to the Holy See for alienation) expresses a transi-
tory norm to which we are held while it remains in force.
97.- BRINGING THE CONGREGATION INTO CONFORMITY WITH THE
MIND OF VATICAN COUNCIL II.
When the Decrees of Vatican Council II begin to be promul-
gated, the Superior General shall immediately set up a,Com-
mission of our Members specially deputed to study them. This
Commission shall propose practical ways and means of bringing
the whole Congregation into conformity with the mind of the
Council as soon as possible. The proposaIs made by the Com-
mission shall, if the Superior General judges it opportune,
be discussed in an extraordinary General Assembly as quickly
as possible.
98.- APPROBATION FOR THE PUBLICATION OF THE DECREES, THE
RULES OF OFFICE AND THE DIRECTORIES.
In the matter of the approval of the revision of the Complete
Collection of Decrees and of the Select Collection of Decrees,
as weIl as of the new edition of the Rules of Office and of the
various Directories, the Assembly delegates to the Superior
General and his Council the power of publishing aIl these books
at an opportune time, with the additions, deletions and correc-
tions which they judge opportune, whether of the text or of its
presentation.
99.- A COMPLETE COLLECTION OF THE DECREES.
After a revision of the Decrees of aIl the General'Assemblies
has been nJade, it is to be desired that these Decrees be pub-
lished, at least in typewritten form, and dlstributed to aIl
the members as a complement to, and an explanation of, the
Constitutions, not only in the form of a Select Collection,
but as a Complete Collection of the Decrees still in force.
100.- THE RETROACTIVE FORCE OF THE CONSTITUTIONS.
The law is certainly not retroactive. Authors, however, do
not agree wlth each other; Major Superiors, therefore, where
there is doubt, have freedom of action. It must be remembered,
however, that Canon Law determines limits to the period during
which one may remain in office. (N.B.: Although this Decree
has reference to the cessation of functions and offices, the
principle holds for other cases as weIl.)
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Decrees of GENERAL ASSEMBLY XXXII (1955) not cited in this
collection.
D. 3 = because it has already been taken care of.
D. 5 = because It Is repeated ln D. 74 of Gen. Ass. XXXIII.
D. 14 = because It Is repeated ln D. 65 of Gen. Ass. XXXIII.
D. 16 = because it has already been taken care of.
D. 27 = because It has already been taken care of.
D. 34 = because It ls found in D. 59 of Gen. Ass. XXXIII.
D. 42 = because it states that it has been taken care of.
D. 43 = because it ls taken care of by D. 90 of Gen. Ass.XXXIII.
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APPENDIX 1.
ORDINANCES OF THE VERY REVEREND SUPERIOR GENERAL.
The Assembly (1963) decided that the Ordinances of the Very Reverend
Superior General which follow be10w should stand as Ordinances and that
none of them should be turned into a Decree. But the Assembly expressed
a unanimous desire that the text of these Ordinances should be printed
as an Appendix to its Decrees (Session IX).
1.- JURRISDICTION (Aug. 15, 1956).
To remove aIl doubt about the granting and extent of juris-
diction conceded in our Congregation for the hearing of con-
fessions, it seems to Us opportune to declare the following:
129
130
III
130
165 ff.
1 0 We grant to each and every Priest of the Congregation
approved for confessions by his own Visitor or by the Local
Superior the faculty to absolve aIl our Confreres anywhere
in the world.
20 But whenever the Visitor or the Superior of the House
grants jurisdiction to one of our Confreres, he shall give this
jurisdiction expressly, and, as far as possible, by means of
an authentic document, in which this jurisdiction can be
limited.
30 The aforesaid express grant of jurisdiction to hear the
confessions of our Confreres according to the norm of Canon
875, is also necessary for a Confrere who may have already
obtained sorne office in Seminaries (cf. Enchiridion Clericorum,
pg. 673, note), in colleges, etc.
Visitors and Local Superiors should be mindful of the fact
that sometimes it is inadvisable to grant such jurisdlction to
aIl indiscriminately, especially to younger Confreres, at least
when there is question of the formation of future Priests and
of passing judgment on vocations. In such cases it ls very
necessary that, as far as possible, confessors and spiritual
directors have experience of souls and spiritual matters.
40 Lastly, aIl should bear in mind that, following the norm
of the common law and the Constitutions (Art. 130), the con-
ferring of delegated jurisdiction to hear the confessions of
anyone, whether secular or religious, pertains to the Ordinary
of the place where the confessions are heard.
2.- THE PURCHASE AND USE OF VEHICLES (Aug. 15, 1956).
Until such time as a General Assembly decides otherwise in
the matter of the purchase and use of vehicles, such as auto-
mobiles, motorcycles, scooters, motor bicycles and bicycles,
the fo110wing are to be observed:
10 First of aIl, the customs of the local clergy and the
Ordinances of the Bishops should be followed.
20 If there is no obstacle from the aforesaid sources:
a) A Bouse may possess vehicles of this kind, according to
the needs of places and functions, for the common use of the
Superior and Confreresj
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b) For Members to possess such vehicles privately, however,
it is both sufficient and requisite to have the permission of
the Local Superior for a bicycle or motor bicycle, and of the
Visitor for a motorcycle or scooter; but only the Superior
General can grant permission for private individuals to pur-
chase an automobile, and he will not give this permission ex-
cept where the vehicle is used for the Community.
30 In aIl of these cases the Superior must see to it that no
one makes use of these vehicles to the detriment of religious
discipline and poverty, and he should advise those who hold or
use them that they are to bear the expenses, unless, in the
Superior's judgment, there is question of a use which is for
the benefit of the Community.
40 The Superior should also see to it that aIl interested
parties are covered by necessary insurance.
3.- SUFF~AGES FOR THE DEAD (Aug.15,1956).
Lest any individual slip into error because of the various
faculties granted recently, Visltors shall see to it that, in
the matter of suffrages for our Confreres, the general norm
contained ln Article 227, § 3 of the Constitutions is observed,
namely: that aIl of our Priests are obliged to celebrate:
10 One Mass for each deceased Confrere, unless for some grave
cause a special faculty of the Superior General shall have been
granted to a particular Province;
20 One Mass every month for the deceased of the Double Family,
adding a special intention for the preservation of the primitive
spirit of the Congregation; this obligation must be fulfilled
by aIl of our Priests without any exception, even in those
Provinces in which the number of Masses for the deceased shall
have been reduced.
4.- THE USE OF RADIO AND TELEVISION (Dec.8,1956).
Our particular law, as expressed in former Decrees, gave to
Visitors the faculty of granting permission for the use of
radio and television, but only in a common place.
As may be read in the new Rules for the Office of Visitor,
which were first submitted to the study and wishes of the mem-
bers of the General Assembly, and recently promulgated "ad
experimentum," it now becomes lawful for Visitors in future,
for a Just and reasonable cause, especially when there is ques-
tion of the sick, to grant to their subjects permission to use
a radio in their private rooms, but never to use television in
them. The reason for the prohibition of the latter will be
evident "per se."
The Visitors will, therefore, take a firm stand and see to
it that no abuse in this matter be allowed to creep into our
houses, to the detriment of the interior and religious life
and of obedience; and if this has perhaps already occurred
that it be completely eradicated.
As to the use of radio, moreover, let it never be permitted
to interfere with the observance of the Rules of religious
silence, labor, piety and virtue, and let the precautions
necessary to prevent this be taken, even under pain of pro-
hibiting its use altogether, in case of very grave abuse.
5.- THE PURCHASING OF VEHICLES (Dec.8,1956).
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We recently declared that our Houses may possess automobiles
for cornrnon use, according to the needs of various places and
functions.
In this connection a question may be asked and in fact has
been asked, namely, whether the purchase of such vehicles by
a House for the use of the Cornrnunity, as also at times the
purchase of larger vehicles (bus, car) for colleges or schools,
should be considered as an ordinary or as an extraordinary ex-
penditure of the House, and who in these instances may grant
the necessary permissions.
Having weighed the matter seriously, We must give the follow-
ing answer to this question. Here, not only the amount of the
expenditure must be considered, but also the matter itself in
its relation to religious discipline. Hence we must distinguish:
a) If the vehicle is bought for the use of a Seminary, College,
Scho01s or Houses which are not the property of the Congregation
of the Mission, let the respective administrators of these
Houses be responsible.
b) If there is question of one of our own Houses and the
service of the Community, in the first instance no such vehicle
may be purchased without the consent of the Visitorj later,
when there is question of purchasing a replacement for an old
vehicle for which permission has been given, let the usual
norms governing extraordinary expenditures be observed.
6.- AMUSEMENTS (Dec.8,1956).
In compliance with the wish expressed in the General Assembly
of 1955, Visitors and Local Superiors shall see to it that our
Members always observe the norms that Local Ordinaries may
have promulgated in their Dioceses concerning games, motion
pictures, theaters, television and other such amusements, and
that in each instance they have the permission of the Superior.
7.- THE REPORT ON THE STATE OF A PROVINCE OR A HOUSE
(Dec.8,1956). +
Once a year, around the end of the month of October, a Report
on-r.hë State of the Province or House must be sent to the
Superlor General by Visitors, Vlce-Visitors, Local Superiors,
Provincial Consultors, Vice-Provincial Consultors, Local
Consultors, Directors of InternaI Seminaries and Directors of
Scholastics.
But Visitors and Vice-Visitors should also take care to send
Us, together with the aforesaid annual Report, a list of the
Houses where they have made a canonical visitation during the
yearj nor should they ever fail to report to Us in writing as
soon as possible after they finish each visitation.
According to the norm of the Constitutions (Article 123, 40 ),
it is the duty of the Local Superior "to inform the Visitor
(or Vice-Visitor, Article 113, ~ 3), every three months, about
the State of the House confided to him. 1I It suffices to make
thls report only once a year in the more complete form and
according to the customary formulaj on the other occasions
the Superior can make a shorter report to the Visitor.
But the obligation remains for the Director of the InternaI
Seminary whereby, according to the norm of the Constitutions
~ This text has been revised by the Very Reverend Superior
General in accordance with Decrees 78 and 79 above, page 24.
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(Article 154, § 2), he must report "twice a year ll to the
Visitor lion the State of the Seminary and give a complete
account of each of the Seminarists. 1I We have determined
that the sarne must be done by the Director of Scholastics, who
must send a Report to the Visitor or Vice-Visitor twice a year.
Furthermore, a Report must be sent to the Visitor of a Mother
Province four times a year by a Vice-Visitor and twice a year
by Vice-Provincial Consultors. Consultors of a Local Superior,
however, need send a Report to the Visitor or Vice-Visitor only
once a year.
~nally, while We earnestly calI to mind the obligations
of making Reports, We exhort Visitors and Vice-Visitors that
they themselves firmly insist that the officiaIs of their
Provinces and Houses report to them in the manner and at the
time prescribed.
8.- THE PRINTING OF BOOKS (Dec.8,1956).
Although the Major Superior mentioned in Canons 1385, § 3
and 1386, § 1 of the Code of Canon Law is for our Confreres
the Superior General himself in virtue of Article 233 of our
Constitutions, nevertheless, the faculty is now given to Visitor~
to grant to their subjects the permission that is there referred
to, provided that, whenever they wish to permit the publication
of a writing of no small importance, they previously inform
the Superior General of the matter and of the author.
9.- THE HIERARCHICAL ORDER (Jan. 25, 1957).
6-8 It often happens that our Members send petitions for sorne
permission or faculty directly to the Superior General without
consulting the wishes of their own Local Superior or Visitor.
In order not to delay matters unduly and not to burden the
general administration with useless labor, would aIl the
Contreres please follow the hierarchical order exactly in every
instance, according to the norm of Decree 233 (General Assembly
XXIII), i.e., send their petitions to the Superior General
through the Local Superior and Visitor.
10.- SUBMITTING MATTERS TO THE SUPERIOR GENERAL
(Jan. 25,1957).
110 § 2 In many cases Visitors must have recourse to the Superior
General, submitting for his approval various matters, e.g.,
admission to first vows, to perpetuaI vows, and to the sacred
order of priesthood; the same must be said about contracts,
if there is question of an amount reserved to the Superior
General or to the Holy See.
In these cases it is very opportune for Visitors to submit
with their petition aIl the information necessary to make ajudgment about these matters, lest the granting of a permission
become a mere formality; this is aIl the more necessary when
the Consultors in the Provincial Council were not unanimous
regarding the admission of new members or the opportuneness of
Contracts or expenses.
The same procedure should always be followed whenever there
is a question of business that must, according to the Rules
and Constitutions, be submitted for the approval of the
Superior General.
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186
108
115 ij 1
117 § 1
121 § 1
In the matter of the appointment of officiaIs, it is our
practice--and this is not always carried out by all the
Confreres--that when opportune information about the candidates
is sought from inferiors, at leastthree names be submitted
to the Superior General, especially when there is question of
the appointment of Local Superiors.
11.- JOURNEYS (Jan.25,1957).
1.- No matter what may be the power of Vlsitors and Local
Superiors to grant, according to the norm of recent Decrees,
permissions to their subjects for a legitimate cause, the
following regulation is always to be observed, without, however,
derogating from the norms laid down in behalf of Missionaries
who work in the Foreign Missions: if there is question of a
journey to another Province within the same nation, the mutual
consent of the two Visitors is required; but if the journey is
to another nation, the permission of the Superior General is
also required; but if there is question of going to a Rouse
belonging to onels own Province, the consent of the Visitor
ls sufficient.
If other particu1ar and complicated cases arise in this re-
gard, Visitors sha1l exp1ain them to the Superior General and
ask for a decision from him. +
2.- The same holds if there is question of a journey to one's
family. In regard to this matter, it is here briefly noted
that the facu1ty now granted to Visitors to permit their sub-
jects to visit their families is by no means a right of subjects
properly so called, but, according to the mind of our Roly
Founder and our tradition observed up to the present time,
Visitors must use this faculty on1y for a legitimate and urgent
cause, cautiously,and with moderation.
12.- CONFIRMATION OF SUPERIORS OR OFFICIALS (March 30,1957).
You have recently received the third edition of the Select
Collection of Decrees of the General Assemblies of the Congre-
gation of the Mission. On the first page of this edition,
the following can be read under the heading IISuperiors in
General," 20 : "For Local Superiors to remain in office after
the expiration of their three year term, the tacit confirmation
of the Superior General is enough, and this also holds for the
second six year term of Visitors ..• "
That ls the way the matter was legislated in the General
Assemblies, in 1931 in the case of Local Superiors (Decree 632),
and in 1955 in the case of Visitors. In the latter Assembly,
however, the question was debated, and sorne Delegates were of
the opinion that a positive confirmation by the Superior
General was absolutely requlred for Local Superiors to remain
in office after their first three year term, and the same for
Visitors after their first six year term; and the same question
can be asked about aIl other officiaIs whose term of office is
l1mited.
This being the case, in order to remove aIl doubt in a
matter of such great importance, l took care to learn what the
Sacred Congregation of Religious thought about it. l therefore
+ This text has been revised to a clearer form by the Very
Reverend Superior General according to the wishes of the
Thirty-Third General Assembly (1963) expressed in
Session IX.
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asked the officiaIs of this sacred Congregation and they told
me that positive confirmation is required.
Wherefore, in the Select Collection of Decrees the words
quoted ab ove. must be deleted. Furthermore, because of this
decision, l ask Visitors that from now on at the beginning of
each year they send me a list of Superiors and officiaIs whose
term of office will end during the year. Nevertheless, it is
my rnind that the Superiors, Visitors and other officiaIs in
question, shall continue to hoId office after the completion
of their terrn until either they are confirmed in office or
another is substituted in their place. As to the past, how-
ever, the names of those whose term of office rnay have ended
before the present date shall be sent in immediately, and
they shall remain in office until another disposition is made.
13.- PENSIONS (March 30,1957).
169 § 1,10 According to the social legislation in force in many nations,
our members,sometimes receive from the government pensions
or allotments, e.g., for old age, concerning which there is
no mention made either in Article 169, § 1,10 of the Consti-
tutions or in the Decrees. The Superior General has been
asked to whom these pensions belong: the Confreres to whom
the pensions are given, or the Congregation?
From the nature of the matter and from the intention of the
government, pensions of this kind seem to be given not to the
Confreres but to the Congregation. They are given to the
citizens so that they can more easily provide for their own
sustenance when they become unable to do so by their labor.
But the Confreres in question are liberally sustained in aIl
their necessities by the Congregation.
In addition, the norm enactedin Decree 339 for a particular
case, which has been included in the new Select Collection of
Decrees (page 8, Poverty, 80 ; in this Complete Collection,
page 13, number 42:10), seems to be applicable also in this
case. It states: pensions granted to Missionaries by the
governrnent are not the property of individuals, but of the
Houses to which the Missionaries belong, and they should be
kept by the Superiors for the support of their Houses. If
they come directly to the Missionaries, they should be handed
over entirely to the Superior for the same purpose (Cf.
Decree 596; in this Complete Collection, page 13, number 42:9j
also Appendix II, page 38, Il Poverty ,II 2: 4) .
After these considerations had been weighed in our General
Council, it was decided that pensions of this kind belong to
the Congregation, and that this was to be observed until a
General Assembly should decide otherwise.
14.- SUFFRAGES FOR THE DEAD (March 30,1957).
227 § 3,10 According to Article 227, ê 3, 10 of the Constitutions, the
Brothers, both clerical and 1ay, must recite either a Rosary
of the Blessed Virgin Mary or the Office of the Dead for
each deceased Member of the Congregation. The question ls
asked: whether the Rosary properly so called must be recited,
or only a third part of the Rosary?
Concerning this matter Decree 645 of General Assemb1y XXXI
(1947) has defined: "Brothers .•• shal1 recite a third part of
the Rosary or the Office of the Dead... ," and this practlce
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has prevailed and is now commonly observed in the various
Provinces. Therefore, in order to remove aIl doubt whatso-
ever, l here state that nothing ls to be changed. In the
aforesaid Article 227, § 3, 10 , the word /lRosaryl/ is to be
understood as meaning a third part of the Rosary only, as
It is understood elsewhere when there ls question of the
daily recitation of the Rosary ln honor of the Blessed Virgin
Mary (Article 236, 40 ).
But, It is very desirable that the recitatlon of the Rosary
for the dead be distinct from the daily Rosary.
A P PEN DIX l 1.
STATUTE FOR OUR MEMBERS WHO HABITUALLY LIVE OUTSIDE AN
ESTABLISHED HOUSE.
Our Members who habitually live outside an established House,
filling the office of pastor or chaplaln or exercising sorne other
sacred ministry, should remember' that they cannot exempt themselves
from the obligations of a religious life or from the observance of
our vows.
It seems very practical, therefore, to lay down sorne norms
for them, especially in the matter of obedience and poverty.
1. - OBEDIENCE.
Members shall conduct themselves in the same way in which they
would if they actually were living in sorne House of the Congregation
and under the immediate authority of a Local Superior.
With regularity, therefore, they shall seek aIl necessary
permissions from the Superior of the House to which they are attached,
and keep in close contact with him, especially by going to see hirn
frequently.
In particular, rnilitary chaplains shall follow faithfully the
norms enacted for them by the Holy See, and they shall keep in close
contact with their Superiors by letter.
According to the usual rules, Members shall never leave the
place of their residence without the permission of the Superior.
So far as possible, they shall make their annual retreat with
the Confreres of the Housej they shall try, therefore, to leave
themselves free at the time fixed by the Local Superior. If, however,
they are prevented by a Just cause from making thls retreat, they
shall make their retreat privately (observing the form that is cus-
tomary in the Congregation), or, with the consent of Superiors, in
another House of the Province.
Finally, that they might retain and nourlsh their love for,
and the primitive spirit of, our Congregation, they shall faithfully
devote themselves to the frequent reading of the life and works of
st. Vincent and the documents emanating from the Superiors of the
Congregation.
2. - POVERTY.
In order to avoid mistakes and abuses that would be against
the obligations of the vow of poverty, the Members shall keep in
mind that, according to the norms of the Constitutions and Decrees,
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they do not have th~ power to dispose freely of goods that belong
to the Congregation (such as Mass Stipends and other remunerations
received in view of functions or ministrations). Therefore:
10 From the very beginning of their assignment they shall keep
a ledger of receipts and expenditures, which they shall manifest
every three months in a report to the Superior, and, having put aside
whatever is necessary for their own support, send him what ls left over.
20 They shall ask the Local Superior for such general poverty
permissions as are cornmensurate with their needs, and they shall take
care to renew them every year at the time of the annual retreat.
30 Before making large purchases, e.g., large purchases of
clothing and other things of this kind, they shal1 first ask the per-
mission of the Superior.
40 AlI remunerations paid by civil or ecclesiastical adminis-
trators for ministrations and functions, as weIl as pensions and allot-
ments from any source whatsoever, belong by law to the Congregation
and must be entered in the ledger as receipts.
50 According to Article 278 § l of the Constitutions and canon
630 of the Code of Canon Law, Members who exercise the parochial
ministry shail in their administration be careful to keep separate
those goods which belong to the Congregation, such as, e.g., whatever
remunerations the Bishops might grant, stole fees, and other remunera-
tions of like nature. In fact, those things which pastors commonly
consider as belonging to themselves, a religious must consider as
belonging to his institute, unless it is certain that they were given
lIintuitu personae."
These same principles, due adaptations having been made, shall
be applied also to chaplains.
Paris, July 10, 1955.
William M. Slattery
Superior General
A P PEN DIX IlL
ADVISE AND PRESCRIPTIONS FOR MISSIONARIES IN THEIR DEALINGS
AND RELATIONSHIPS WITH THE DAUGHTERS OF CHARITY.
By order of the Twenty-third General Assembly and as early as
1874, there has been introduced into the Congregation the practice of
reading in common every year, especially at the time of retreat, the
"Advice and Prescriptions for Missionaries in Their Dealings and Re-
lationships with the Daughters of Charity. Il
After the promulgation of the Constitutions, on the occasion
of the revision of aIl the books of the Congregation recommended by
the Thirty-second General Assembly (1955), it seemed to Us to be very
practical also to adapt the "Advice and Prescriptions" to the customs
and needs of the present times, although the majority of the very wise
regulations of Our predecessor, Very Reverend Eugene Bore, can and
should be still observed.
We are, therefore, issuing this new instruction, in which both
the old and the new, or slightly modlfied, prescriptions are contained
in a single document.
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10 In regard to our Congregation's directing the Society of
the Daughters of Charity, no one can doubt that directing them is a
function that belongs to our vocation and must be esteemed by us,
according to the norm of Article 269 § 2 of our Constitutions, where
it states that our Congregation has been assigned "to the direction
of the Daughters of Charity from their foundation. 1I
Each one will easily understand the importance of this function
if, on the one hand, he realizes that the primitive spirit of this
Society of Daughters of Charity can be preserved and nourished only
with the greatest difficulty if it does not draw continually from that
source which St. Vincent opened up for it, namely, the Congregation
of the Priests of the Mission, and, on the other hand, he considers
the special needs of the present day, not only in reference to the
religious life in general, but also in reference to the particular
difficulties that burden Houses of the Sisters in many regions.
20 Missionaries, therefore, especially those who labor person-
ally in the immediate direction of the Daughters of Charity, shall
make every effort not only to acqulre a thorough knowledge of the spirit
and virtues proper to the Institute, but also, always and everywhere,
to give them an example of these virtues, in public and in private, by
their actions, words and wrltings, to nourish their zeal for perfection,
to foster love for their vocation, and to offer to them a spiritual
father's authority that is worthy of veneration. They must avoid aIl
foolishness, however, so that they do not take the chance of pulling
down with their own hands what they have built up through their sacred
ministry.
30 Visitors and Local Superiors shall see to it that no abuse
creeps in in the relationships of the Missionaries with the Daughters
of Charity, exercising special vigilance for the very strict observance
of the prescripts of Article 178 of our Constitutions concerning the
non-admittance of women into the interior of our Houses, the visiting
of women, and the reception of women visitorsj aIl of this is binding
on the Daughters of Charity as weIl, as is expressly stated.
Visitors and Local Superiors should also be aware that faith-
fully reducing the present "Advice and Prescriptions" to practice is
committed in the first place to their own zeal.
40 liNo Confrere shall undertake the direction of the Daughters
of Charity or go to visit them without the permission of the Superior. 1I
This prescription of Article 269 § 2 of our Constitutions must be
understood as. follows: to exercise the direction of the Daughters of
Charity it is absolutely necessary for Missionaries to have a legiti-
mate mission from the Visitor, who, with the consent of the Director,
can immediately or mediately designate and approve those who are
qualified for these functions.
Furthermore, without the permission of the Visitor or the Local
Superior, Missionaries cannot visit the Daughters of Charity in their
Rouses or hold long conversations with them. Superiors for their part
shall grant such permissions only rarely and for a reasonable cause,
but never if even the slightest suspicion would thence arise.
50 Missionaries are permitted to stay with the Daughters of
Charity as their guests only when they are assigned by Superiors to
perform sacred functionsj but if staying with them would cause incon-
vience, they shall find lodging elsewhere.
While travelling, a Missionary can only go to see the Daughters
of Charity and celebrate Mass in their church or oratorYj he shall not
accept lodging with them without the permission of his Superior.
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60 Missionaries assigned to hear the confessions of the
Daughters of Charity shall see to it that the confessionals meet the
requirements of Canon Law in structure and location.
Furthermore, they shall bear in mind that they have no faculties
or jurisdiction whatsoever unless granted to them by the Local Ordinary.
They shall, therefore, always make sure that the Local Ordinary has
granted them the necessary faculties, especially when there is question
of an occasional ministry, e.g., a retreat.
70 With regard to spiritual direction, the Missionaries shall
direct the Daughters of Charity according to the spirit of their
vocation and with uniformity, and to this end they shall read care-
fully the "Advice to Confessors of the Daughters of Charity, fi recently
revised according to the norms of the Code.
In carrying out this function they should also take special
care to implant in the hearts of the Sisters a love of, and a desire
for, "those virtues which are more characteristic of their Institute,
especially if they are already bound by vows. Those who have not yet
pronounced vows or who might be living in the House as Postulants must
be proven by even greater watchfulness and exercised in these same
virtues before being admitted to vows or to the Seminary.
80 No letter is to be sent to the Daughters of Charity by the
Missionaries, nor to the Missionaries by the Daughters, without the
knowledge of the Sister in charge of the House. And if there is a
serious reason why what is contained in a letter should not be read
by the Sister in charge of the House, the letter is to be sent to
the Superior General or to the Director General or, better still, to
the Provincial Director so that it can be forwarded by one of these to
the addressee.
90 According to the norm of Article 177 § l of our Constitutions,
matters of conscience shall be treated only in the confessional, never
in the parlors, whether i~ be at the time of retreat or on any other
occasion.
100 Missionaries shall in no way involve themselves in the ad-
ministration of the House or in any matters pertaining to the external
direction of works, unless they have been specially assigned to this
function; rather they shall keep in mind that aIl difficulties of
this kind are to be referred to Major Superiors. Until Major Superiors
have passed judgment on a situation, Missionaries shall take care that
the authority of the Sister in charge of the House ls safeguarded, and
shall always firmly require and gently encourage humble submission on
the part of subjects.
110 Dispensations and permissions in the matter of poverty or
obedience are reserved to the Superior General and to the Director
General or the Provincial Director; a Missionary, therefore, shall in
no way presume to grant them, nor shall he permit the reading of any
books other than those which are listed in the catalog of the Society.
It is also the exclusive right of the Superior General and the
Director to permit extraordinary penances.
In the matter of permitting particular vows, the greatest prudence
must be used, lest the order of the House or the usual occupations be
disturbed or consciences be burdened with great loss of peace or even
of salvation. A Missionary can, nevertheless, permit those who have
not yet pronounced vows to make a vow of chastity for a short time,
if he judges in the Lord that this will be beneficial.
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120 The style of the sermons which are preached to the Daughters
of Charity shall, according to the norm of Article 271 of the Consti-
tutions, be simple and adapted to the simple method that is customary
in our Congregation.
The Missionary, therefore, when he talks to the Daughters of
Charity, shall abstain from everything that St. Vincent taught should
be avoided, and shall strive with singleness of purpose to arouse in
the souls of his hearers spiritual edlfication, zeal for the perfec-
tion proper to their vocation, and especially love for the Rules.
130 According to the prescriptions of the common law (canon
521 § 1) and of the particular law of the Society of the Daughters
of Charity (Article 71 of their Constitutions), there is given to
each House of the Sisters an Extraordinary Confessor, who must go to
the House at least four times a year, and whom aIl the Sisters, includ-
ing Novices and postulants, must approach, at least to receivé his
blessing.
The Missionary assigned to this ministry shall fulfill it with
great fidelity, and he shall, according to the custom followed up to
the present time, give the Sisters a spiritual conference, unless the
Director prefers to perform this dutY personally. But even in the
latter case, particularly in Houses that are far away and in which
aIl the Sisters can be present at the conferences of the Director only
with the greatest difficulty, the Extraordinary Confessor shall not
fail to give another conference, whose matter will be taken chiefly
from the Common Rules, without omission of those virtues which make
up the spirit of the Society of the Daughters of Charity.
Missionaries sent to give retreats to the Daughters of Charity
shall, as far as possible, treat these same matters by preference.
140 A Missionary shall not remain in the House to which he is
sent any longer than is necessary to fulfill his sacred functions
with convenience.
Four, or at least three, such visits a year outside the time
of retreat will ordinarily suffice, and this number shall not be
increased without a grave cause.
150 In regard to travel expenses and remuneration for our
functions on behalf of the Daughters of Charity, aIl shall observe
the legitimate local customs and especially the ordinances enacted
by the Visitor after he has heard the Director.
In this regard, in order that the liberty and dignity of his
ministry might be more efficaciously safeguarded, the Missionary
shall not, as far as possible, accept gifts, whether these are given
"intuitu personae" or to his house or for pious works.
160 It is usually fitting for Missionaries, when they are sent
to the Daughters of Charity, to go and pay their respects to the chap-
Iain of the House, or to the Pastor, or even to the Bishop if he lives
in the same city; they shall abstain from performing aIl sacred func-
tions on behalf of any persons other than the Daughters of Charity
unless they have the permission of the Chaplain or Pastor.
170 In order to foster the spiritual union in which the two
religious families of St. Vincent are bound together, the Mass that
must be celebrated every month by aIl the Missionaries for the
deceased of the Congregation shall be faithfully applied to the
deceased Slsters as weIl.
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We trust in the Lord that aIl the Missionaries will raithfully
and religiously bind themselves to the observance of this "Advice
and Prescriptions," being convinced that the measure of the fruits
of our labors isequal to the measure of our fidellty and obedience.
Paris, .January 25, 1957.
William M. Slattery
Superior General
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49.- 1°.- Gen. Assem. XXXI 1947 , D. 672 ~Sixth SUPPol2°.- Gen. Assem. XXVIII 1919 , D. 622 First SUPPl
50.- 10 .- Gen. Assem. XXVIII 1919 , D. 582 First SUPPl
2°.- Gen. Assem. XXXII 1955 J D. 44
3°.- Gen. Assem. XXI 1861 J D. 418
4°.- Gen. Assem. XXVI 1902 J D. 618 (First SUPPl )
5°.- Gen. Assem. XXXII 1955 J D. 17
6°.- Gen. Assem. XXXIII 1963 , D. 89
70 .- Gen. Assern. XXVIII 1919 , D. 620 !First SUPP'l51.- 10 .- Gen. Assem. XXVIII 1919 J D. 623 First SUPPl
Gen. Assem. XVI 1788 J D. 378
2°.- Gen. Assem. XIV 1774 , D. 380
3°.- Gen. Assem. XX 1849 , D. 309
52.- Gen. Assem. XXXII (1955), D. 26
53.- 1°.- Gen. Assem. XXXI 1947 , D. 677 (S1xth SuPP.)
2°. - Gen. Assem. XXXII 1955 J D. 30
30 .- Gen. Assem. XXXIII 1963 , D. 86
4°.- Gen. Assem. XXXII 1955 J D. 12
5°.- Gen. Assern. XXXII 1955 , D. Il
6°.- Gen. Assem. XXIX 1931 , D. 571 (First SuPP.)
7°.- Gen. Assem. XXXIII 1963 , D. 6154.- Gen. Assem. XXXII (1955) , D. 18
55.- 10 .- Gen. Assem. XX 1849 , D. 3532°._ Gen. Assem. XX 1849 J D. 35356.- 10 .- Gen. Assem. IX 1747 , D. 240
2°.- Gen. Assem. XIV 1774 J D. 241
57.- 10 ._ Gen. Assem. XVI 1788 J D. 1802°.- Gen. Assem. XXXII 1955 , D. 32
58.- 1°.- Gen. Assem. XXXII 1955 J D. 242°._ Gen. Assem. XXXII 1955 J D. 19
3°.- Gen. Assem. XXXII 1955 J D. 471~0. _ Gen. Assem. IV 1685j' D. 2485°.- Gen. Assern. XXXIII 1963, D. 646°._ Gen. Assem. XIV 1774 , D. 249
7°.- Gen. Assem. XXXIII 1963, D. 65
80 .- Gen. Assem. XXXI 1947 J D. 650 (Sixth SuPP.)
59.- Gen. Assem. XXII (1867), D. 345
60.- 1°.- Gen. Assem. XXV (1890), D. 574 (F1rst SuPP.)2°._ Gen. Assem. XXIX (1931) , D. 584 (F1rst Supp.)
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XXXIII 11963 , D. 50
XXXIII 1963, D. 51
IV 1685 J D. 262 (Also: Gen. Rubrics, n.80.)
XXXIII 1963 J D. 53
Gen. Assem. XXV l189Ûj' D. 551 (Flrst Supp.)
Gen. Assem. XIX 1843 , D. 271
Gen. Assem. XXXII 1955, D. 38
XII (1759), D. 312
Gen. Assem. XXXII 1955, D. 10
Gen. Assem. XXXI 1947, D. 654 (Sixth Supp.)
Gen. Assem. XV 1786 , D. 427
Gen. Assem. XXXIII 1963, D. 52
Gen. Assem. XII 1759 , D. 57
Gen. Assem. IV 1685 , D. 59
Gen. Assem. XVII 1829, D. 58
V (1692), D. 52
Gen. Assem. II l1668j D 273
A 1843 " D·. 273Gen. ssem. XIX
Gen. Assem. XXVIII 1919, D. 588 (First Supp.)
XXXIII l1963j' D. 59XXIX 1931, D. 572 (F1rst Supp.)
XXXIII 1963, D. 57
Gen. Assem. XXXI 1947, D. 670 (Sixth supp.)
Gen. Assem. XXX!I 1955, D. 39
Gen. Assem. XXIX 1931 D. 591 (First Supp.)
Gen. Assem. XXXIII 1963, D. 56
Gen. Assem. XXI 1861 , D. 72
Gen. Assem. XXI 1861 , D. 73
XXI (1861), D. 509 .
Gen. Assem. XXXII l1955j' D. 7
Gen. Assem. XXXIII 1963, D. 58
Gen. Assem. XXIII 1874, D. 386
XXXII (1955), D. 21
Gen. Assem. XXVI (1902), D. 543 (First Supp.)
Gen. Assem. XXXII (1955)~ D. 33
XXXII 1955 J D. 38
XXII 1867 J D. 324
XXVI 1902 , D. 587 (F1rst Supp.)
XXIX 1931, D. 592 (First Supp.)
XXXII 1955 J D.· 40
XXXII 1955 J D. 35
Gen. Assem. XXX!I (1955), D. 29
Gen. Assern. XXXIII (1963), D. 63
XXXII 1955, D. 4
XXXII 1955, D. 28
XXXIII 1963, D. 54
XXXII 1955, D. 45
XXXIII 1963, D. 87
XXXIII 1963, D. 85
XXXIII 1963, D. 80
XXXI 1947, D. 671 (Sixth Supp.)
XXXIII 1963 J D. 88
XXXII 1955, D. 36
XXXIII 1963, D. 67
XXXII 1955, D. 48
XXXIII 1963, D. 68
XXXII 1955, D. 41
Assem.
Assem.
Assem.
Assem.
1°.-
2°. -
3°.-
Assem.
1°.-
2°.-
3°.-1°.-
2°.-
3°.-
4°.-
Assem.
1°.-
Gen.
Gen.
Gen.
Gen.
Gen.
Gen.
Gen.
Gen.
Gen.
Gen.
70. - Gen.
71.-
2°.-
72.- Gen. Assem.
73.- Gen. Assem.
74.- Gen. Assem.
75.- 1°.-
2°-4°.-
5°.-
6°.-
76.- 1°.-2°.-
77.- Gen. Assem.
78.- 1°.-
2°.-
3°.-
79.- Gen. Assem.
80.- 1°.-
2°.-
Assem.
Assem.
Assem.
Assem.
Assem.
Assem.
1°.-2°.-
Assem.
Assem.
Assem.
Assem.
Assem.
Assem.
Assem.
Assem.
Assem.
.Assem.
Assem.
Assem.
Assem.
Assem.
69.-
67.- Gen.
68.-
61.-
62.-
63.-
64.-
65.-
66.-
81.-
82.-
83.-
84.-
85.-
86.-
87.- Gen.
88.- Gen.
89.- Gen.
90.- Gen.
91.- Gen.
92. - Gen.
93.- Gen.
94.- Gen.
95.- Gen.
96.- Gen.
97.- Gen.
98. - Gen.
99.- Gen.
100.- Gen.
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ALPHABETICAL - ANALYTIC INDEX
ADMINISTRATION: of goods, 39; 40; 42.- See: Goods, Temporal; Member;
Visitor; Econome.
ADMINISTRATORS: of schools, houses, etc., which are not the property
of the Congregation of the Mission: the purchase of vehicles,
ORDINANCE 5:a.
ADMONITOR OF THE SUPERIOR: of the Superior General: this office is
filled by the First Assistant when it becomes vacant, 12. Of the
Local Superior: he shall report a Superior's abuses in financial
matters, 39:7.
ALIENATIONS: recourse to the Holy See: a transitory norm, 96.
AMUSEMENTS: norms of the Local Ordinaries to be observed; the per-
mission of the Superior shall be obtained, ORDINANCE 6.
ARCHIVES: of a divided Province, 6.- The General Archives: 15:1,2;
matters pertaining to Missions, to publicity, 14:1; personal files
pertaining to individual Members, 15:1; Vincentian documents, 15:2.-
The Provincial Archives: 15:1. - The Domestic Archives: the acts
in a Domestic Assembly, 24:10; the Domestic Archives can be com-
mitted to the care of a Coadjutor Brother, 53:3,d.
ASSEMBLIES: experts in the General and Provincial Assembly, 19.- See:
Voice. General Assembly: preparations and postulata, 21:2;
Substitute in the General Assembly, 18. The "Magna Commissio,"
20.- The Next General Assembly: if lt please the Superior General,
it shall be called as quickly as possible to discuss the wishes of
the Postconclliar Commission, 97; it shall take care of the appro-
bation of the new Rules for the InternaI Seminary, 91. Provincial
Assembly: preparations, 21. The right and dutY of assisting: the
Superior, 22:1,3,6; 24:3; or the Local Assistant, 24:12; 24:3;
22:4. Acts of deputation to be examined, 22:7; who presides over
the House during the Assembly, 22:10,11. Precedence, 22:5; the
duration and competence of the Assembly, 22:11; it shall pass
judgment on the impediments of the absent, 22:3,6; and also on a
de1inquent Superior, 24:8; and shall deprive him of active and
passive voice, 24:3. An intermediate day before the election, 22:9;
Acts to be transmltted and Postulata to be proposed to the General
Assembly or to the Superior General, 22:11. Domestic Assembly:
the right of a canonically erected House, 24:2,10,12; even if the
Superior refuses to call the Assembly, 24:3; the Secretary of the
Assembly, 24:9; it cannot send Postulata to the Provincial Assembly,
24:1. A Member who happens to be staying in another House, 24:5;
one who has already taken part in a Domestic Assembly in one House,
24:5; one who ls at home cannot renounce his active voice, 24:6;
nor hls passive voice, 17:2; 24:7. When a second election is
invalid, 24:7; when it is to be repeated, 24:8.
ASSISTANCE: among the Provinces, 5; 50:5.
ASSISTANT: Rules of his office, 42:1; to be present when the Econome
makes his r~port, 39:2; signs the annual financial report, 39:5.-
When the Superior is away: the right to open letters addressed to
individual Confreres, 31:2; to preside on Missions, 31:4;
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to preside and grant permissions in Extern Seminaries, 31:3; but
he sha11 not, without necessity, grant extraordinary permissions
or 1eave the house, 31:1. In sorne instances he presides over the
Domestic Assemb1y, 24:3, and in sorne instances he must take part
in the Provincial Assemb1y, 22:4; 24:3; as Assistant he does not
enjoy the right or taking part in the Provincial Assemb1y, 24:12.
Precedence in the Provincial Assemb1y, 22:5.
ASSISTANTS GENERAL: their e1ection, Il. The Admonitor or the
Superior General, 12. The Visitation of the Provinces, 9.- See:
Counci1:General Counci1.
ASSOCIATIONS: Conrraternity of Charity, of the Daughters or st. Louise,
of the Chi1dren or Mary, 80:1,2; of the Miracu10us Meda1, 81.
BEATIFICATION, CAUSES OF: are to be promoted by the General Fund, 36.
BOOK: to be signed in the Domestic Assemb1y, 24:10.
BOOKLETS: pernicious book1ets: treating the arfairs or the Congrega-
tion, 61:1; against Superlors and Confreres, 61:2j to be repressed
by erficacious means, 61:3.
BOOKS: they sha11 not be disposed of by 1ast will, 42:17; books
written by our Confreres are subject to the vow of povertYj after
the death of the author they become the property of the Congrega-
tion, 42:18; regarding Scho1astics: romantic books, 50:2; parish
books sha11 be di1igent1y kept, 84:2. See: Printing of Books.
BROTHERS, COADJUTOR: their vocations to be promoted, 53:1; they sha11
produce testimonial 1etters before entrance, 53:2; requisite
conditions, 53:3,a; they sha11 have separate Aposto1ic Schools and
Internal Seminaries, '53:3,b; they sha11 be formed to perform func-
tions of importance, 53:3; they sha11 be applied to various
ministries, 53:3,d; they sha11 be glven technica1 training, 53:3,c;
they can be called to the Assemb1ies as experts, 19; they shall
participate more intimate1y in the common life, 53:3,e; recreation
after dinner and supper, 53:6; they are to be instructed in how
to say the Canonical Hours, 63:2; the Visitor sha11 see to the
determination of their garb, 53:5; they sha1l be gathered together
to make their retreats, 53:4; they have the right to twelve Masses
a year, 53:7. Regarding suffrages for the dead, ORDINANCE 14.
CATALOG: of the Confreres, 15:1; of works written by Confreres, 16.
CERTIFICATES OF OWNERSHIP: of the moveable goods of any Rouse, 39:6;
or the goods or Members, 42:14; be10nging to those who die without
a will, 42:16.
CHAPTER: it is he1d wherever at 1east three can dec1are their faults,
70:a; each distinct group dec1ares its fau1ts separate1y, 70:b.
CIRCULARS: 1etters of the Superlor General, 13:2; to be translated
into the vernacu1ar and printed, 60:1.
CLOTHING: is to be bought by the Econome and not by the Members,
42:11; c10thing or those who are transferred from one House to
another: the Visitor with his Council shal1 establish the require-
ments, 42:12; the Visitor sha11 see to the determination of the
garb of the Coadjutor Brothers, 53:5.
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COMMISSARY: to visit the provinces~ 9. He shall visit the House
where the Visitor happens to be at the same time Superior~ 25:2;
his power~ 10.
COMMISSION: The "Magna Commissio" in the General Assembly~ 20.- For
the revision of the exercises of piety, 89; for the adaptation of
the Rules of the InternaI Seminary to the conditions of our times~
91; for bringing the Congregation into conformity with the mind
of Vatican Council II, 97.
COMMUNICATION: InternaI: is to be made~ 34:1.- External: the right
of the Superior to require it, 34:2.
CONFERENCES: of ST. VINCENT to be translated into the vernacular and
'printed, 60:1.- Repetition of prayer and Conference once a week,
69:4; to be done wlth simplicity, 69:1~a. Conferences are to be
especially formative, 69:1~b, and are to be held even on first and
second class feasts~ 69:2; in sorne cases, during meditation~ 69:3.
CONFRERES: catalog, 15:1; works~ 16.- See: Member.
CONGREGATION: a single popular name not to be imposed on the Congre-
gation, 1. Its original works, 2; 73. Missions: the principal
reason for lts existence, 75:1; it must cultivate simplicity in
its functions, 73; it is to be brought into conformity with the
mind of Vatican Council II, 97; it shall preserve and foster
Apostolic Schools, 49:1; ministries: its Members shall receive
specialized training in them, 50:6,b; it shall be consecrated to
the Sacred Heart of Jesus every Year' 66:1, and also to the
Blessed Virgin Mary, 66:2. Its devotion to the passion~ 82, and
its devotion to Our Lady of the Miraculous Medal, 83.- Its goods,
whose possessor in the eyes of the civil law is a Member, 39:8,9;
it leaves sorne Mass intentions to the Members~ 42:5; 53:7. It
has a center for the published works of the Confreres, 16. Re-
search on the Congregation and its life, 93. A compedium of its
history for use in the Apostolic Schools~ 60:2.- See: Booklets~ 61.
CONSECRATION: to the Sacred Heart every year~ 66:1; also to the
Blessed Virgin Mary, 66:2.
CONSTITUTIONS: the Visitor and the Superior shall see to their
observance~ 42:1; they shall be explained to the Seminarists and
Scholastics, 50:1; they shall be explained to the Coadjutor
Brothers during retreat, 53:4. A Collection of the Decrees shall
be published as an explanation of the Constitutions, 99; likewise
an Epitome of the Law of the Congregation of the Mission, 87.
Their retroactive force, 100. Articles of the Common Rules which
have not been inserted in the Constitutions do not bind juridically~
54. Work assigned in accordance with the Rules and Constitutions~
42:4. Against the Constitutions: sending two Delegates to the
Provincial Assembly or not electing a Delegate in the Domestic
Assembly, 24:12; Postulata from the Domestic Assembly, 24:1.
CONSTRUCTION: not to be undertaken by Economes, disregarding the
authority of Superiors, 39:3; plans to be shown to the Visitor
and to experts~ 39:4; alterations in Seminaries~ 39:7.
CONSULTOR: Provincial: residence, 27:1; the First Consultor governs
the Province when the Visitor i8 impeded~ 27:2; when he takes
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charge of the Province until the appointment of another Visitor,
25:3. Local: he shall send the Report to the Visitor, 26:3;
ORDINANCE 7; he shal1 be present for Domestic Council meetings,
33; he shall report any abuses by the Superior in Domestic'Counci1
meetings, 33; likewise any abuses of the Superior in financial
matters, 39:7.
CONTRACTS: sha1l not be entered into by Economes disregarding the
authority of Superiors, 39:3.
COUNCIL: Domestic Council: the Consultors shall attend faithful1y,
33. There shall be discussion about the Scholastics who are to
be ordained, 50:4,c.- Council of the Visitor: it acts with the
Visitor in the administration of the Provincial Fund, 37:3; it
prepares diligently for the Assembly, 21:1; the Provincial Secre-
tary may be admitted, but without a vote, 28. General Council:
under the leadership of the Superior General it shall draw up
Rules for the Vice-Visitor, 7; it sha1l organize the General
Secretariat, 14:1; it sha1l make preparations for the General
Assembly (and sha11 prepare the Postulata to be submitted to it),
21:2; it shall pass judgment on the necessity of the political
appointment of any Member," 55:1; it shall supervise the drawing
up of a llManual of Piety," 89:1,d,e; it shal1 draw up the Direc-
tories of Associations, 92, a Select and Complete Collection of
the Decrees, the Rules of Office, various Directories, 98; 99.
COUNCIL, VATICAN II: the Congregation to be brought into conformity
with its mind, 97.
CURIA, GENERAL: it is supported by the General Fund, 36; it shall
take care of preparations for the General Assembly, 21:2. In it
sha1l be estab1ished: a center where publications by our Members
can be found, l6;.an Institute for studies about the Congregation
and its life, 93.
DAUGHTERS OF CHARITY, DIRECTION OF: the Director shall be 8omeone
other than the Visitor or the Local Superior, 78:1; uniformity of
direction desirab1e, 78:2; dealings and relationships with the
Daughters of Charity, 78:3; APPENDIX III.
DEAD (Confreres): a short biography is commended, 57:1; likewise,
a dai1y reminder of the dead of the Province, 57:2. Suffrages
for the dead, ORDINANCE 3:1,2; ORDINANCE 14.
DECREE: the Provincial ASSembly cannot issue any decree, 22:11; the
Decree of the Sacred Consistorial Congregation (July 13, 1951)
gives a transitory norm, 96. Decrees: a Complete Collection is
to be distributed to aIl the Members, 99; their observance i8 to
be seen to, 42:1; the revision of a Select and Complete Collection
i8 cornmitted to the Superior General and his Council, 98; 99;
the Decrees of Vatican Council II, after promulgation, are to be
studied by a Commission, 97.
DECREES: academic degrees, etc., shall be noted in the personal
files of the Members, 15:1; degrees from Rome or elsewhere are
desired, 50:6; in the International Rouse of Studies, 94; 95:2;
a Vincentian Athenaeum is to be established in Rome, 94: degrees
in finance are desirable for Economes, 35; degrees from lay
universities according to the norms of the Roly See, 50:7.
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DELEGATE: to the provincial Assembly: to be sent by a House canon-
ically erected~ 24:2~10~l2; only one for Houses whether of few
or great numbers~ 24:l0~12; he must assist at the Provincial
Assembly~ 22:3; he cannot make a renunciation either during or
after the election~ 17:2; 24:7; during the Provincial Assembly he
receives permissions from the Visitor~ 22:10. To the General
Assembly: who enjoy passive voice~ 22:8; the intermediate day be-
fore the election~ 22:9; he cannot make a renunciation without the
approval of the Assembly~ 17:2.- Cf. Preparation for the General
Assembly~ 21:1~2.- See: Voice. Of a political party: a Member
shall not be one~ 55:1.
DEPOSITS: committed to us by externs~ 40.
DIGNITIES: our Members shall not try to obtain them, 47:1; income
from them becomes the property of the Congregation~ 47:2; liKe-
wise in the case of gainful offices offered by the government~
47:3; the permission of the Superior General is required~ 47:2~3.
DIRECTOR: of Associations: shall promote them by regu1ar meetings~
80:2. Of the Daughters of Charity: shall not be burdened with
the office of Visitor or superior~ 78:1; shall be present at cer-
tain meetings, 78:2~a. Of the Mission: when the Superior is not
present, 31:4; with a Member in a House not canonically erected~
42:2; shall foster the practice of works of charity~ 79. Of
Scholastics: shall not be appointed to hear their confessions~ 52;
is not the only one responsible for external discipline~ 50:4~a,b.
Of an Externa1 Seminary: is subject to the Assistant when the
Superior is away~ 31:3. Of the InternaI Seminary: a meeting for
the adaptation of the Ru1es of the InternaI Seminary~ 91.
DIRECTORY: to be observed by Pastors~ 84:1; of Associations is to
be drawn up, 92; a new edition of the various Directories~ 98.
DISORDER~ CIVIL: per se~ does not remove the obligation of living
the common life~ 59.
DOCUMENTS: pertaining to the office of the Visitor are to be kept
in a safe, 25:3. Official: the language to be used and their
translation, 13. Vlncentian: to be recovered photographically
and kept in the Archives of the Congregation~ 15:2.
ECONOME: one ski11ed in finance shall be chosen for thls office~ 35;
he shall observe the Rules of his office~ 39:1; he shall keep the
key to his office and to the safe~ 32; he shall not act like the
owner of Communlty goods~ 39:3; he ls the one who buys clothing
for the Members, 42:11; he can take care of the strongboxes of
the Mcmbers~ 42:13; he sha11 not give money to Members ln certain
cases where this would be wrong, 30; he shall make a report every
month~ 39:2,3; he sha11 send to the Provincial Econome whatever
remains in the Domestic Fund at the end of the year~ 38:2. The
Provincial Assembly is not to crcate an Econome~ 22:11.
ELECTION: of the Assistants General~ 11; of Delegates to the General
Assembly: the intermediate day~ 22:9; of the Secretary of the
Domestic Assembly~ 24:9; the election of a Delegate to the Provin-
cial Assembly takes place even in a House where there are few
Confreres, 24:12; an invalid election~ 24:7.
EPISTLES: See: Letters.
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EXAMINER: a Member shall not accept the office of Examiner of
Confessors without the permission of the Visitor, 29.
EXCLAUSTRATED: the Superior General decides about their active and
passive voice, 86:1; likewise about the suffrages to be appl+ed
to them when they die, 86:2.
EXERCISES: Exercises of Piety: 62; 63; in the Sacred Triduum, 65;
to be revised by a Commission, 89. Spiritual Exercises or Retreats:
for eight full days, 68:1; during them our Confreres should not be
assigned to hear Confessions, 68:3; of younger Members: together,
in one of our Houses, 68:2,a; of CoadJutor Brothers: in common,
a thing to be desired, 53:4. Giving Retreats: where they are given,
devotion to the Passion is commended, 82; to the Clergy, 2.
EXPENSES: of the House to be reported by the Superior to the Visitor
and by the Visitor to the Superior General, 39:5; unforeseen
expenses provided for by residue of the Domestic Fund, 38:2;
expenses of Members going to visit their families, 58:2; expenses
of a journey back to one's homeland, expenses for the time spent
in one's homeland, 58:8; useless expenses to be avoided, 39:4;
expenses incurred without the knowledge or approval of the Superior,
30; expenses for the purchase and use of vehicles, ORDINANCE 2:3;
ORDINANCE 5.
EXPERTS: can be called into the General Assembly and into the Provin-
cial Assemply, 19; it is desirable that Economes be experts in
finance, 35; for constructions, experts in the art are to be
consulted, 39:4; Missionaries shall direct younger Missionaries,
75:5.
FACULTIES: granted to Members by the Superior General for the
absolution of our Confreres, ORDINANCE 1.
FILES: pertaining to Members to be kept, 15:1.
FORMATION OF OUR CONFRERES: 50; specialized in reference to the
ministries of the Congregation, 50:6,b; pastoral exercises, 50:6,c;
a Vincentian Athenaeum shall be established at Rome, 94; seientific
formation in a Vincentian Pedagogieal Institute, 95:1; or in the
International House of Studies, 95:2; during the pastoral year
matters pertaining to the direction of the Daughters of Charity are
to be taught, 78:2,b. Lay universities may be attended according
to the norms of the Holy See, 50:7.- See: Brothers, Coadjutor;
Schools, Apostolic; Scholastics; Seminarists; Seminary.
FORMULARIES: formulas to be printed, 14:2; formularies of piety
used in the Provinces to be collected, 89:1,b; formulas of Good
Purposes, Vows, etc., to be published, 88; formulas of Reports,
their rev1sion and frequency is left to the Superior General,
26:1,2,3; ORDINANCE 7.
FUNCTIONS: they shall not depart from the simplicity of the Congrega-
tion, 73; Missions, 75; sermons, 76; Direction of the Daughters of
Charity, 78; works of charity, 79; Confraternities, 80:1; and
Associations, 80:2; 81; devotion to the Passion of Our Lord Jesus
Christ, 82; devotion to Our Lady of the Miraculous Medal, 83;
funet10ns beeoming sterile where piety 1s dead, 67; specialization
in the Vineentian Pedagogieal Institute, 95:1,2; pastoral experien-
ces shall be communicated, 74; functions of importance to be en-
trusted to the Coadjutor Brothers, 53:3.
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FUND: the Domestic Fund: money belonging to the House must be de-
posited In bariks, 38:1; what remains at the end of the year is to
be sent to the Provincial Econome, 38:2; sorne of what is left over
ls to be kept in the Fund for unforeseen expenses, 38:2. The
Provincial Fund: one is to be set up, 37:1, from the surplus
revenue of the Houses, 37:2; its administration and purpose, 37:3.-
A fund to be set up for the Missions, 75:6. The General Fund:
Its constitution and purpose, 36.
GOODS, TEMPORAL: are to be administered according to the Rules, 39:
7,8,9. The dutY of the Superior, 30; 39:1,2,5,7,8,9. The dutY
of the Econome, 30; 39:1,3. The dutY of the Assistant, 39:2,5.
Certificates of ownership, 39:6. Goods of the Congregation whose
possessor in the eyes of the civil law is a Member, 39:8,9. Goods
of Members who die intestate, 42:16. Goods which may not be-
disposed of by will, 42:17; goods which it is not 1awful to hand
over to others, 42:18. Recourse to the Holy See for alienations:
a transitory norm, 96.- See: Poverty.
HISTORY: of the Congregation: an Institute for studies about the
Congregation, 93. To be taught: in a Vincentlan Atheaeum, 94;
in a Pedagogical Institute, 95:1; in the International House of
Studies, 95:2. Of the congre~ation and of the Province: for use
in the Apostolic Schools, 60: .
HOUSE: aIl shall regard the Missions as our principal end, 75:2; sorne
Members shall be assigned to the Missions, 75:3; cooperation in
collective Missions, 75:4; a House where the Missions are flourish-
ing shall be chosen for younger Missionaries, 75:5; where there are
not six persons, it is sufficient to have either a Conference or
Repetition of Prayer each week, 69:4; Chapter, where three can
declare their faults, 70:a. Poverty and obedience in a Filial
House not canonically erected, 42:2. A House where the Superior is
at the same time Visitor shall be visited by a Comm~ary, 25:2; a
House has the right to hold a Domestic Assembly, 24:2; and to send
a Delegate to the Provincial Assembly, 24:2,10; but only one,
24:10; It can admit a Member from another House to the Domestic
Assembly, 24:5,8; the active and passive voice of such a Member,
24:5. Living the common life in the Foreign Missions, 77: leaving
the House, 31:1,3; Members living outside the House, 85 and
APPENDIX II. The remuneration for labors belongs to the House,
42:4; Mass stipends are for the support of the House, 42:10; pen-
sions belong to the House to which a Member is assigned, 42:9,10;
a House shall keep its money in banks, 38:1; in his administration
the Econome is subject to the Superior, 39:3; alterations not to
be undertaken illegally, 39:4; certificates of ownership, 39:6; a
sick Confrere shall be cared for by the House where his sickness
began, 56:1; if it cannot carry this burden, it shall be helped
by the other Houses of the Province, 56:2; sending surplus revenue
to the Provincial Fund, 37:2; 38:2; poorer Houses shall be supported
by the Provincial Fund, 37:3; sending in the annual financial re-
port, 39:5. The International House of Studies, 94; 95:2.
INSTITUTE: for studies about the Congregation and its lire, 93; a
Vincentian Athenaeum 94; a Vincentian Pedagogical Institute, 95.
INSURANCE: of vehicles, ORDINANCE 2:4.
INTUITU: Intuitu Communitatis: things that must be considered to
have been given in this way, 42:8,a,c; things received in this way
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by means of inheritance or legacy, 39:9; Intuitu Personae: what
this means, 42:8; it is not lawful to accept what is given this
way without the permission of the Superior, 42:7; that which is
in excess of the stipend of Masses ls not given this way, 42:6;
to ask for something is absolutely reprobated, 42:8,c.
JOURNEYS: the Superior can not grant more than five days; the Visitor,
not more than fifteen, 58:1; instructive journeys of Professors
are encouraged; useless wanderings are forbidden, 58:3; journeys
of Professors for the sake of relaxation, 58:4; in the matter of
vacations, aIl the Confreres have the same rights as Professors,
58:5; journeys to one's family at one's own expense, 58:2; those
who wander around are to be admonished, 58:6; journeys without
the knowledge or consent of the Superior, 30; traveling to one's
homeland for just reason, 58:6; the time required before one re-
turns to his homeland can be reduced, 58:7; expenses for thesejourneys to be paid by the Province or the Mission, 58:8. Cf.
Journeys, ORDINANCE 11.
JURISDICTION: granted to our Confreres, ORDINANCE 1.
JUSTICE: a Superior sins against justice and the vow of poverty, 30;
a Member, 42:4,6.
KEY: to the safe of the Visitor, 25:3; to the safe and room of the
Local Econome, 32; to the strongbox of a Member, 42:13.
KNOWLEDGE: about Members, 15:1; about Members to be elected as
Delegates, 22:9; better knowledge about Coadjutor Brother Postu-
lants, 53:2; communicating knowledge about politics and sports
to Scholastics and Seminarists, 50:2; when there is question of
submitting matters to the Superior General, ORDINANCE 10.
LANGUAGE: in official documents, 13; the vernacular, See: Letters.
LETTERS: of st. Vincent and Clrculars of the Superior General to be
translated into the vernacular, 60:1; of the Superior General, 13;
confidential letters in the safe of the Visitor, 25:3; letters
patent of deputation to the Provincial Assembly, 22:7; 24:10;
testimonial 1etters to be presented by Coadjutor Brother Postulants,
53:2; to be opened by the Local Assistant in the absence of the
Superior, 31:2.
LITANIES: of the Most Holy Name of Jesus, 63:1,a; 64; Major Litanies
64.
LITURGICAL LIFE: to be cultivated, 62; morning and evening prayers,
63; the Major Litanies, 64; exercises of piety in the Sacred
Triduum, 65; pious practlces, 66. Commission for the revision
of the exercises of piety, 89.
MASSES: to be offered by Superiors for their subjects, but not by
reason of obligation, 8; intentions left to Members, 42:5, and
granted to Coadjutor Brothers, 53:7; stipends cannot be kept
without permission, 42:5,6,8,10. For the preservation of the
primitive spirit, ORDINANCE 3:2.
MEETINGS: can be called by the Visitor: for Superiors, 23; for
Directors of the Daughters of Charity and for Confreres assigned
to this ministry, 78:2,a. Can be calIed by the Superior General
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or the Visitor: for Directors of Associations, 80:2, and for
Directors of' InternaI Seminaries, 91.
MEMBER: knowledge about each Member: his gifts of soul, assignments,
successes, degrees; the catalog, personal files, 15:1; his written
works, 16. Be shall observe the hierarchical order in his deal-
ings, 4; ORDINANCE 9. Be must make an internaI and an external
communication, 34:1,2. Mutual assistance of Provinces, 5; 50:5·
During a Domestic Assembly: a Member who is giving a Mission
24:4; or who happens to be staying in another Bouse, 24:5; who
renounces active voice, 24:6; or who is unjustly deprived of active
voice, 24:8; who solicits votes for another, 24:11. A Member can
propose his wishes and desires to the Provincial Assembly, 24:1.
Temporalities: the bank deposits of a Bouse shall be made in the
name of two Members, 38:1; a Member who in the eyes of the civil
law is the possessor of the goods of the Congregation, 39:8,9;
to whom pensions are paid, 42:9,10; ORDINANCE 13; a Member shall
acquire what he needs through the Econome, 42:11; the matter of
one's clothing at the time of transfer shall be regulated by the
Visitor with his Council, 42:12; certificates of ownership are
regarded as immovable goods, 42:14; a Member can keep his money
in a strongbox, 42:13; let him send a little donation to the
"Mission Chest," 75:6; he shall dispose of his goods by will, 42:15;
but not his books and certain other things, 42:17; when he sins
against the vow of poverty, 42:4,5,6,7; remuneration which he re-
ceives while he is staying with his family, 42:10; a Member can
help his needy parents according to the Circular Letter of Very
Reverend Father Fiat, 44; a Member living in a Filial Bouse which
has not been canonically erected: poverty and obedience, 42:2;
permanently working outside of any Bouse, 85 and APPENDIX II; a
Member is subject to the Superior even during time of civil disorder,
59. Activities: a Member shall not try to obtain ecclesiastical
dignities, 47:1; he shall not accept the office of Examiner of
Confessors or Consultor of the Bishop without the permission of
the Visitor, 29; he shal1 not accept a political appointment, 55:1;
nor take part in political clubs, 55:2; he may take part in
literary clubs, however, with the permission of the Visitor, 55:2.
He shall promote vocations to the state of Coadjutor Brother, 53:1;
he shal1 communicate his pastoral experiences through the
VINCENTIANA, 74; a younger Member shall be applied to the Missions
under the direction of an experienced Confrere, 75:5; he shall
write out his sermons, 76:1; and his speeches for colleges and
universities, 76:2. The printing of books, ORDINANCE 8. The
anonymous author of pernicious booklets is punished by a suspension
from the exercise of Orders, 61:3,b.- See: Journeys; Voice.
MISSIONARIES: See: Member.
MISSIONS: to the people, 2; the reason for the existence of the
Congregation, 75:1; aIl Bouses shall regard them as our principal
end, 75:2; in each Bouse certain Members shal1 be assigned to the
Missions, 75:3; the Director, 31:4; where Missions are given,
devotion to the Passion and to Our Lady or the Miraculous Medal
shall be fostered, 82; 83; cooperation of Bouses in collective
Missions, 75:4; younger Missionaries shall be assigned to Houses
where the Missions are f1ourishing, 75:5; sermons shall be care-
rul1y written out, 76:1; Coadjutor Brothers can catechize, 53:3,d;
donations: a "Mission Chest," 75:6. Forei~n Missions: what
pertains to them shall be organized in theeneraI Secretariat,
14:1; as far as possible each Province shall labor in them, 75:2;
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Houses shall be established in them ror living the common lire,
77; Provinces or Missions shall pay the travel expenses or those
returning to their homeland, 58:8.
NAI~: a single popular name ror the Congregation is not to be im-
posed, 1.
OBEDIENCE: necessary ror Scholastics, 50:4; extraordinary labors to
be undertaken by reason of obedience, 42:4; a Member in a House
which is not canonically erected, 42:2; a Member living outside
any House, 85 and APPENDIX II.
OFFICE: a publicity orrice in the General Secretariat, 14:1; Economes
who do not observe their Rules shall lose their orfice, 39:3; a
lucrative office offered by the government: the permission of the
Superior General ls required, 47:3. Divine Office: in common,
to be recited even by Professors, 51:3; at morning and evening
prayers, 63:1; to be recited even by Coadjutor Brothers, 63:2; ln
the Sacred Triduum, 65:1,4.
OFFICIALS: at the end of their term or orfice a positive confirmation
i8 required, ORDINANCE 12; three names to be submitted to the
Superior General, ORDINANCE 10.
ORDER: hierarchical order to be observed ln relationships, 4 and
ORDINANCE 9; order or day: can be changed for the sake or the
Apostolate, 72.
PARENTS: subsidy to be given to needy parents, 44; remunerations
received by a Member living with his parents, 42:10.
PASTOR: he shall observe the Directory, 84:1; he shall teach his
Assistants how to keep the parish records, 84:2; with a Member in
a Filial House which is not canonically erected, 42:2.- The law
regulating his absence: ror vacations, 84:3,a; for sorne particular
work, 84'3,b.
PENSIONS: sorne belong to the Congregation and others to the individual
Conrreres, 42:9,10; old age pensions, ORDINANCE 13.
PERMISSION(S): Permission or the Superior General: to accept ecclesi-
astical dignities, lucrative civic orrices, 47:2,3; habitually to
change the order of day, 72;' for Seminarists to be sent to a House
of Studies, 41:3; to return to onels homeland, 58:6; ORDINANCE Il;
ror the purchase or vehlcles, ORDINANCE 2:2,b; granted to our Con-
freres to absolve our Confreres anywhere in the world, ORDINANCE 1.
Permission of the Visitor: to work permanently outside the House,
85; to use for gain deposits belonging to externs whlch are
committed to Superiors, 40; ror the use of tobacco, 43; to accept
the orfice of Examiner of Confessors or Consultor of the Bishop,
29; aIl permissions during a Provincial Assembly, 22:10. For the
purchase or vehicles, ORDINANCE 2:2,b and ORDINANCE 5:b. For the
use of radio and television, ORDINANCE 4. For journeys, 58:1 and
ORDINANCE Il. Permission of the Ordinary: ror the absence or
pastors, 84:3,b. Permission or Superiors: for calling meetings
of Associations, 80:2; necessary ror Scholastlcs to read romantic
books, 50:2. For the purchase of vehicles, ORDINANCE 2:2,b. For
amusements, ORDINANCE 6. General permissions: shall not be
granted without inrorming the Superior, 46. Permission or the
Assistant: to go out, in the absence or the Superior, 31:1,3; not
extraordinary permissions, 31:1.
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POLITICS: it is rorbidden to accept a political appointment, 55:1j
also, to take part in political clubs, 55:2.
POSTULATA: in preparations ror the General Assembly, 21:2j to be sent
by the Provincial Assembly to the General Assembly or to the Supe-
rior General, 22:11j cannot be sent by a Domestic Assembly, 24:1.
POVERTY: the soul of the Congregation, 42:8,cj it is committed to the
care of the Visitor and the SUperior, 42:lj Mass stipends, 42:5,
6,8a,10j remuneration for ordinary or extraordinary work, 42:4j
pensions paid by the government, 42:9,10j certificates of ownership
belonging to Members, 42:14j "intuitu personae,1I 42:7,8j what are
lires levioris momenti," 42:3j the clothing of Members, 42:1l,12j
personal strongboxes, 42:13j the writings or our Confreres and writ-
ings about our runctions, 42:l8j the obligation of making a will,
42:15j it is not lawful to dispose by will of books and certain
other things, 42:17j the goods of those who die intestate, '42:16.
The permission of the Visitor for the use of tobacco, 43j the pur-
chase of vehicles, ORDINANCES 2 and 5j the Superior is to be in-
formed of general permissions given to Members, 46. A Member in a
Filial House not canonically erected, 42:2j a Member living outside
any House, 85 and APPENDIX II. Sin: against the vow of poverty by
a Member, 42:5,7j and against justice, by a Superlor, 30j by a
Member, 42:4,6.
PRACTICES, PIOUS: mental prayer in common, 67j spiritual retreats, 68j
repetition of prayer and conferences, 69j chapter, 70j Consecration
of the Congregation to the Heart of Jesus, 66:1j to the Virgin Mary,
66:2j devotions on the first Saturdays of the month, 66:3j devotion
to the Passion of Our Lord, 82j devotion to Our Lady of the Miracu-
lous Medal, 83.
PRECEDENCE: of a Superior General who resigns of his own accord, 3j in
the Provincial Assembly, 22:5.
PREFECT: of Studies, 50:4,b.
PRINTING OF BOOKS: the Conferences and Letters of Saint Vincent and
the Circular Letters of the Superior General are to be translated
into the vernacular, 60:1. History of the Province and of the Con-
gregation, 60:2. The faculty of granting permission to publish books
is given to Visitors, ORDINANCE 8.
PRIVILEGES: publication ls desired, 90j explanation for the Scholastics
and Seminarists, 50:1.
PROFESSORS: they shall not dictate their lecturesj they shall not de-
part from the teachings of the authors, 51:1j the right and quty of
correcting Scho1astlcs, 50:4j they shall sometimes take part in the
recreations of the Clerics, 51:2j they are not dispensed from the
recitation of the Breviary in common, 51:3j during the time of vaca-
tion they can be sent to a villa, 58:4j useful journeys and useless
traveling about, 58:3.
PROVINCES: mutual assistance, 5j 50:5j the more confidential documents
are to be kept in the sare of the Visitor, 25:3j divided Provinces:
the division of the archives, 6j general expenses are to be paid
out of the Provincial Fund, 37:3j they shall paya tax for the
General Fund, 36j poorer Provinces are to be helped by the General
Fund, 36j history of the Provinces to be accommodated to the Apos-
tolic Schools J 60:2j the Provinces shall, as far as possible, labor
in the Foreign Missions, 75:2; the Provinces (or Missions) shall
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pay the travel expenses of those who return to the homeland, 58:8;
a Member can transfer to a House of another Province during times
of civil disorder, 59; the garb of the Coadjutor Brothers is not
necessarily uniform in aIl Provinces, 53:5; Provinces shall be
visited frequently by the Superior General or by his Delegate, 9.-
See: Assembly: Provincial.
PUBLICATION: a daily notice pertaining to the whole Congregation and a
short biography of the dead of the Province, 57:1,2; an Epitome of
the Law of the Congregation, 87j the Decrees, Rules of Office and
Directories, 98; a Complete Collection of Decrees, 99; a Collection
of Privileges, 90j the Rules of the InternaI Seminary adapted to
our times, 91; Directories of the Associations, 92; a Formulary of
the Congregation of the Mission, 88; a Manual of Exercises of
Piety, 89.
PURCHASE: of vehic1es, ORDINANCES 2 and 5.
RADIOS: and te1evision, use, ORDINANCE 4; a means of information, 50:2.
REFECTORY: See: Table.
REPORTS, PERIODIC: it is left up to the Superior General: whether the
formula is to be revised, 26:1; and whether their frequency is to
be changed, 26:2,3j Cf. also ORDINANCE 7.
RESIDENCE: of the Provincial Consu1tors: it shal1 not be too far away
from the residence of the Visitor, 27:1.
RETREATS, SPIRITUAL: See: Exercises.
RULES: the Rules of rlsing at the customary time and of making mental
prayer are to be urged, 67; the Rule about the 1ength of our spirit-
ual retreat is to be observed, 68:1; in regard to the Coadjutor
Brothers, the application of the Rule of separation is left to the
discretion of the Visitor, 53:3,e; labors prescribed according to
the Ru1es and Constitutions, 42:4. Common Ru1es: given by Saint
Vincent do not have, juriàica11y, any obligatory force, 54; they are,
however, the Congregation's handbook of perfection, 54; the bien-
nium after the pronouncing of vows is no longer binding, 41:4j
Rules of Office: to be observed by the Superior and the Econome,
39:1; and by the Assistant, 42:1; a new edition is desired, 98. The
Rules sha11 be explained: to the Scho1astics and Seminarists, 50:1;
to the Coadjutor Brothers, 53:4; Rules of the Vice-Visitor: are de-
sired, 7. Rules of the Interna! Seminary: to be adapted to our
times, 91.
SAFE: for the documents of the Visitor and of the Province, 25:3; the
safe of the Econome, the key to which is to be retained by him, 32;
the strongbox containing the money of the Members, 42:13.
SCHOLASTICS: shaI1 be supported by the Provincial Fund, 37:3; shall
be formed in the spirit of regularity, piety and obedience, 50:4;
the Director shaI1 not, ordinarily, be appointed to hear their con-
fessions, 52; they shall be informed about Articles of the Consti-
tutions, Rules and Privileges, 50:1; a1so about po1itics and sports,
by way of the radio and periodica1s, 50:2; they sha11 not read roman-
tic books without permission, 50:2; their exercise of the Apostolate
sha11 not impede their formation, 50:3; with the proper permissions
they can transfer to another province, 50:5; and attend 1ay univer-
sities according to the norms of the Ho1y See, 50:7. Suffrages
for the dead, ORDINANCE 14.
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SCHOOLS~ APOSTOLIC: shall be defended and helped~ 49:1; the students
are to be prepared to pass state cxaminations~ 49:2; a Compedium
of the History of the Congregation for their use, 60:2; the
Apostolate shall not impede the formation of the students~ 50:3;
the Coadjutor Brothers can teach in Apostolic Schoo1s~ 53:3,d.
Special Aposto1ic Schoo1s for Coadjutor Brothers, 53:3,b.
SECRETARIAT, GENERAL: organization, 14:1; printlng of forms, 14:2.
SECRETARY: Provincial:
Domestic Assembly:
does not have a vote in Council, 28; of the
requirements, 24:9.
SEMINARIES, EXTERN: one of our first works, 2; in the absence of
the Superior the Assistant presides, 31:3; in administering them
the Econome ls subject to the Superior, 39:3; the Superior shall
not dispose of the goods of Seminaries without the knowledge of
the Consultors, 39:7; the presence of the Professors at the re-
creations of the Clerics, 51:2.
SEMINARISTS: shall be supported by the Provincial Fund, 37:3; can be
app1ied to the study of Phi1osophy after their first year ln the
InternaI Seminary, 41:2; can even be sent to a House of Studies,
41:3; shall be taught about the Constitutions~ Rules of Office and
Privileges, 50:1; and also about sports and p01itics by means of
the radio and periodica1s~ 50:2; the Apost01ate sha11 not impede
their formation, 50:3. Suffrages for the dead, ORDINANCE 14.
SEMINARY, INTERNAL: can be made after the course of Phi10sophy, 41:1;
Rules: to be adapted to our times, 91; studies, 41:2,3; it sha11
be separated from the InternaI Seminary of the Coadjutor Brothers,
53:3,b.
SERMONS: younger Mlsslonarles shall write them out carefully, 76:1;
so shall a Member when speaking in high schools and co11eges,
76: 2; sermons to younger fvIissionaries at the time of retreat,
68:2,a.
SICK (MEfvIDERS): to be cared for and supported by funds of the House
where their sickness began~ 56:1; if the House cannot carry this
burden, it shall be assisted by the Houses of the Province, 56:2.
The use of radio and television, ORDINANCE 4.
SOCIAL SECURITY: whether our Confreres are to be enrolled in it ls
left to the Judgment of the Visitor, 45.- See also: Insurance,
ORDINANCE 2:4.
SPIRIT: of poverty of Saint Vincent: the soul of the Congregation,
42:8,c; the primitive spirit to be fostered, 2; and kept in mind
vlhen accepting f'lmctions, 73.
SUBSTITUTE: in the General Assembly, 18; in the Provincial Assembly:
precedence, 22:4,5.
SUFFRAGES: for a Superlor General who resigns of his own accord, 3;
for deceased exclaustrated, 86:2; for each of our dead, ORDINANCE
3: l; for the dead 0 f the Doub le Famj.ly, ORDINANCE 3: 2; to be
applied by our Brothers, both clerical and 1ay, ORDINANCE 14.
SUPERIOR, LOCAL: is not to be burdened with the office of Director
of the Daughters of Charity, 78:1; nor of Visitor, 25:1; if he
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is also Visitor, his House is to be visited by a Commissary, 25:2.
Rights: he can command certain extraordinary works to be done by
reason of obedience, 42:4; he can require an external communica-
tion, 34:2; the jurisdiction granted to our Confreres, ORDINANCE
1:2,3; he can permit his subjects to go on journeys, but not for
more than five days, 58:1; ORDINANCE Il; his competence in regard
to Members living outside the House, 85 and APPENDIX II; in regard
to Members of a Filial House which has not been canonically erected
and in which he does not reside, 42:2; his permission for Members
to hear confessions at the time of the annual retreat, 68:3; he
shall be informed about general permissions given to his subjects,
46. Confirmation in office at the end of his term, ORDINANCE 12.
Duties: he shall see to the observance of the Constitutions and
Decrees by his word and example, 42:1; he shall take care that his
subjects rise at the customary hour and make their prayer. in com-
mon, 67; he shall urge the practice of the works of charity, 79;
he shall see that the Coadjutor Brothers receive instruction in
the recitation of the Divine Office, 63:2; he shall remind the
Community about making the internaI communication, 34:1; he shall
examine the sermons of the younger Missionaries, 76:1; and the
speeches which the Members make in high schools and colleges, 76:2;
amusements, ORDINANCE 6. He is encouraged to offer Mass for his
subjects from time to time, 8. He shall send the Report on the
State of his House to the Visitor, 26:3; and to the Superior
General, ORDINANCE 7; he shall observe the hierarchical order in
his dealings, 4; ORDINANCE 9; he'is to be reported if he does not
hold meetings of the Domestic Council, 33. Temporalities: he shall
observe the Rules of his office, 39:1; he shall send an annual
financial report to the Visitor, 39:5; he is the dispenser, not the
owner, of the goods of the Community, 30; he shall not take it upon
himself to perform the duties of the Econome, nor keep in his
possession part of the money, 39:2; he shall have a key to the
Economels office, but not to the safe, 32; he shall keep for the
support of the House thepensions that belong to the Congregation
and the remunerations received for our functions, 42:9,10 and
ORDINANCE 13; a Member who in the eyes of the civil law is the
possessor of goods of the Congregation is subject to his direction,
39:8,9; he can accept deposits made by externs, but using these
deposits for gain without the permission of the Visitor is forbidden,
40; he can keep the strongboxes of the Members, 42:13; his permis-
sion for the purchase and use of vehicles, ORDINANCE 2:2,b;
ORDINANCE 5; his permission to keep what is given "intuitu personae,"
42:7; he shall judge as a father in doubts about "intuitu personae,"
42:8,c; he shall not give money to the Members in those cases where
this wouId be wrong, 30; he can give permission for books and cer-
tain other things to be disposed of by will, 42:17; and for our
writings to be communicated to externs, 42:18; he shall show the
Visitor a plan of constructions or alterations, 39:4. His abuses
in financial matters are to be reported, 39:7. In reference to
Assemblies: he shall send his desires to the Visitor before the
Provincial Assembly, 21:1; he has both the right, 22:1, and the
dutY of taking part 1n the Provincial Assemb1y, 22:3,6; he can be
assigned to help the Visitor examine the acts of deputation, 22:7;
his absence is excused, 22:3,4; his absence is to be punished if
it is not judged legitimate, 22:3,6; he is also to be punished if
he does not convoke the Domestic Assembly, 24:3; or if he deliber-
ately gets it over with at an inconvenient time, 24:8; the Superior
alone shall sign the letter of deputation if the only one who was
present was the Member eligible for deputation, 24:10.
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SUPERIOR GENERAL: who resigns of his own accord (precedence, suf-
frages), 3; documents, Circu1ar Letters, correspondence: ~he
language to be used, 13; Circular Letters to be translated into
the vernacu1ar and printed, 13:2; 60:1; the Superior General enjoys
liberty in a doubt about the retroactive force of the Constitutions,
100; he shall visit the Provinces frequently, either personally
or by a Commissary, 9; the power of a Commissary does not cease
when the power of the Superior General ceases, 10. Things that
must be reported to him: pernicious booklets, 61:3; abuses of the
Superior in Domestic Council, 33; in temporalities, 39:7. Under
his government: are Associations, 80:2; 81. His approval: for
the transfer of a Scholastic to another Province, 50:5; for a re-
duction in the length of time before returning to one's home1and,
58:7; his approval of the contract between a Vice-Province and
the Mother Province, 7; his approval for beginning the InternaI
Seminary aI'ter Philosophy, 41:1; for going to another Province in
times of civil disorder, 59. To him is committed: the erection
of a "pedagogica1 Institute," 95:1; the instruction of' our Conf'reres
at Rome, 95:2; the setting up of' a Commission aI'ter Vatican Couneil
II, 97. With his Council: it is to be desired that he will make
up a set of Rules for the Vice-Visitor, 7; Direetories for the
Associations (aI'ter hearing the Visitors), 92; he shall see to the
revision of the Collections of Decrees, the Rules of Office and the
Directories, 98; 99; he shall take care of the putting together a
"Manual of the Exercises of piety," 89:l,d; he shall make prepara-
tions for the General Assembly, 21:2; he shall see to the organiza-
tion of the General Secretariat, 14:1; he shall judge the necessity
for aeeepting a political appointment, 55:1. To him is reserved:
the division of the archives of' a divided Province (aI'ter he has
heard the Visitors L 6; putting into use the "Manual of the
Exercises of Piety,lI 89:l,e; summoning experts to the General
Assembly, 19; changing the formula and frequency of the Reports, 26
and ORDINANCE 7; reducing the number of days of' the annual retreat,
68:1. To give faeulties: to Visitors for the printing of books,
ORDINANCE 8; to our Confreres to absolve our Confreres anywhere in
the world,. ORDINANCE 1; regarding suffrages f'or the dead, ORDINANCE
3:1; ORDINANCE 14.- To permit: habituaI changes in the order of
day, 72; Seminarists to be sent to a House of Studies, 41:3; our
Confreres to accept lucrative ecclesiastical dignities, 47:2;
lucrative offices from the government, 47:3; the purchase of auto-
mobiles by private individua1s, ORDINANCE 2:2,b; the return of
Members to their homeland because of health or family affairs,
58:6; ORDINANCE Il. To determine the annual tax to be paid to the
General Fund by the Provinces, 36; to give norms for those working
permanently outside any House, 85; to decide about the active and
passive voice of the exclaustrated, 86:1; and about the suf'f'rages
that might be given to them, 86:2; to take care of' the publication
of a Collection of Privileges, 90; the adaptation of the Rules of
the InternaI Seminary, 91; also, the meetings of the Direetors of'
the InternaI Seminaries, 91.
TABLE: Blessing: in the Sacred Triduum, 65:3; to be offered to the
Vicar General of' the Diocese, 48. Courses: on certain days,
71:1; at supper on Friday, 71:2.
TAX: the annual tax to be paid by the Provinces for the General Fund,
36; the tax imposed on aIl the Houses of the Province for a sick
Confrere when the House where he resides is unable to take care of
his expenses, 56:2; also, for elothing for a Member who has been
transferred from one House to another, 42:12.
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TELEVISION: and radio, their use, ORDINANCE 4.
TOBACCO, USE OF: the permission of the Visitor suffices, 43.
UNIVERSITIES: Roman and other ecclesiastical universities are to be
attended, 50:6; 94; 95:2j lay universities can be attended accordlng
to the norms of the Ho1y See, 50:7.
VEHICLES: purchase and use: the customs of the local clergy and the
ordinances of the Bishops are to be followed, ORDINANCE 2:1; for
the common use of the House, ORDINANCE 2:2,a; ORDINANCE 5:bj for
the use of a House which does not belong to the Congregation,
ORDINANCE 5:a. Purchase and possession by private indi.viduals,
ORDINANCE 2:2,b. Expenses: ORDINANCE 2:3.- Insurance:
ORDINANCE 2:4.
VICARS: Diocesan Vicars General: our Confreres are to take the
initiative in honoring them, 48. Curates or Assistants: they shall
keep the parish records with care, 84:2.
VICE-PROVINCE, FILIAL: shall enter into a contract, to be approved
by the SUperior General, with the Province on which it depends,
7.- See: Provinces.
VICE-VISITOR: Rules of the Vice-Visitor shall be made up by the
Superior General with his Council, 7.- See: Visitor.
VISITATION: of a Province: a frequent visitation by the Superior
General, by an Assistant or by a Commissary is to be desired, 9.
Of a House: the visitation where the Superior is at the same time
Visitor is to be made by a Commissary of the Superior General, 25:2.
VISITOR: as far as possible he shall not be a Director of the Daughters
of Charity, 78:1; nor a Local Superior, 25:1; a House where he
happens to be Superior shall be visited by a Commissary, 25:2. He
shall send reports on the state of the Province to the Superior
General, 26:2j ORDINANCE 7; also, at the beginning of the year, a
list of Superiors and Officials whose term of office will expire
during the year, ORDINANCE 12. Submitting matters to the Superior
General, ORDINANCE 10. He enjoys liberty in a doubt about the
retroactive force of the Constitutions, 100. He shall foster
cooperation between the Directors of the Daughters of Charity and
those who preach to and hear the confessions of the Daughters,
78:2j he shall send his comments on the "Manual of Exercises of
pietyll to the Superior General, 89:1,cj he is the delegated Dlrector
of the Association of the Miraculous Medal, 81; he shall give
Members to the Superior General when he asks for them, l4:1j he
shall inform a Superior about general permissions given to his
subjects, 46. Jurisdiction, ORDINANCE 1:2,3. He i8 to be informed
about any abuse on the part of the Superior in Domestic Council, 33;
he shall urge the practice of the works of charity mentioned in
Article 270 of the Constitutions, 79. His duty regarding the
absence of pastors, 84:3. Regardlng the formation of the Coadjutor
Brothers, 53:3. To his judgment is left: the time and manner of
of the vacations of Professors, 58:4; that Members make their
retreats outside of their own House, 68:2,a; that younger Confreres
take part in the "Mensis sacerdotalis," 68:2,b; that conference
be held during meditation, 69:3; to establish a special Council
to treat of matters pertaining to the Scholastics, 50:4,c. The
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determinatlon of the garb of the Coadjutor Brothers, 53:5; the
application of the rule of separation in their regard, 53:3,e;
the time and place of their'recreatlon, 53:6. He shall see to:
the observance of the Constitutions and Decrees, 42:1; that the
Formularies be published, 14:2; that personal files relating to
the Members be preserved in the archives, 15:1; that the more
confidential documents be kept in the safe of the Province, 25:3;
that the Circular Letters of the Superior General be translated
into the vernacu1ar, 13:2. With his Counci1: he shall make pre-
parations for the Provincial Assembly, 21; he shall administer
the Provincial Fund, 37:3; reduce the 1ength of time before a
return to the home1and, with the approbation of the Superior
General, 58:7; he shall make a judgment about the expenses of a
Missionary for the time of his stay in the homeland, 58:8; he can
set up the requirements in the matter of the clothing of a Member
who has been transferred from one House to another, 42:12'. His
permission: to work permanently outside of the House, 85; te--
begin the InternaI Seminary after the course of Philosophy (wlth
the consent of the Superior General), 41:1; to use for gain the
deposits eommitted to a Superior by externs, 40; for constructions
and a1terations, havlng flrst obtalned the opinion of experts,
39:4; to accept the office of Examiner of Confessors or Consultor
of the Bishop, 29; for a Scholastlc to transfer to another
Province, 50:5; for a period of not more than fifteen days to re-
main outside the House, 58:1; and to visit onels fami1y, 58:2;
ORDINANCE Il; for a Member to take part ln literary clubs, 55:2.-
Regarding: the printing of books, ORDINANCE 8; the use of tobacco,
43; the use of radio and television, ORDINANCE 4; the purchase and
use of vehicles, ORDINANCE 2:2,b; ORDINANCE 5; during the Pro-
vincial Assembly, aIl the Confreres, 22:10. Relative to the
ASSemb1!: he can calI experts into the Provincial Assembly, 19;
he shal examine the instruments of deputation to the Provincial
Assemb1y, 22:7; he ean assign an intermediate day before the
e1ection of De1egates, 22:9; he presides during the Provincial
Assembly, 22:10,11; he sha11 reprimand a Superior who gets the
Domestic Assembly over with at an inconvenient time, 24:8. He has
the faculty of ea11ing meetings: of Superiors, 23; of Directors
of InternaI Seminarles, 91; of Directors of the Daughters of
Charity and of Confreres assigned to ministering to the Daughters,
78:2,a. Regarding tempora1ities: he shal1 watch to see if the
money of a House ls kept safe in accordance with the Decrees, 38:1;
he shall provide for the support and care of a sick Confrere, 56;
he shal1 promote the establishment of a "Mission Chest," 75:6;
he ean enroll the Members in Social Security, 45; he sha11 send to
the Superior General an annua1 financla1 report of the Houses of
the Province, 39:5. The government of the Province when the
Visitor is absent or has died, 27:2; 25:3.
VOCATIONS: to be sought and preserveà, 49:1; they are fostered by
the ~lissions, 75:1; vocations of Coadjutor Brothers are to be
promoted, 53:1. Where vocations abound, a Scho1astie can, with
the necessary permissions, transfer to another Province, 50:5.
VOlCE: passive voice in the Dornestic Assembly, 17:1; 24:5,10,12; in
the Provincial Assernb1y, 17:1; 22:2,8. Certain ones are deprived
of: passive voice, 22:3,6; passive and active voice, 24:3,5b.
One who aetua11y renounces active voice, 24:4; one residing in
his own House cannot renounce active volee, 24:6; nor is it 1aw-
fuI to renounce passive voiee, 17:2; 24:7. The active and passive
voiee of the exclaustrated, 86:1.
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VOTE: the Provincial Secretary does not have a vote in the Provincial
Council, 28; a vote cannot be sent to the Assembly in writing,
24:4; active and passive, 24:5; one who solicits votes for another
in a Domestic Assembly, 24:11.- See: Voice.
VOTING: when it ls omitted in a Domestic Assembly, 24:10.- See:
Vote; Voice.
VOWS: the biennium after the pronouncing of vows is no longer in force,
41:4; after pronouncing vows our Confreres can be enrolled in
Social Security, 45. A Member sins against the vow of poverty,
42:5,7; a sin against the vow of poverty and against Justice is
committed by a Superior, 30; by a Member, 42:4,6.
WILL: it is obligatory, 42:15; it is not lawful to dispose of books
and certain other things, 42:17. The goods of those who die
intestate, 42:16.
WISHES: the wishes and desires of Superiors and De1egates to be sent
to the Visitor before the Provincial Assembly, 21:1; It ls lawful
for the Members to send thelr wishes and desires private1y to
the Provincial Assembly, 24:1.
WORKS: original works of the Congregation, 2; works of charity to be
urged, 79; written works of the Confreres: to be sent to the
General Curia, 16.
vffiITINGS: pertaining to our functions are not to be communicated to
externs, 42:18; things written by our Confreres are subject to
the vow of poverty while the author is still alive; after his death
they become the property of the Congregation, 42:18.
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